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#5
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
BUSINESS MEETING
ACTION ITEM
SUBJECT:

Route 9 Safety and Operational Study

ELECTION DISTRICT(S):

Blue Ridge, Catoctin

CRITICAL ACTION DATE: At the pleasure of the Board
STAFF CONTACT(S):

Kelly Griffin, Transportation and Capital Infrastructure
Nancy Boyd, PE, Interim Director, Transportation and Capital
Infrastructure

PURPOSE: To present the findings and recommendations from the Route 9 Safety and
Operational Study (the Study) to the Board of Supervisors (Board) and seek direction on which
improvements shall be pursued to improve safety and operations along Route 9 between the West
Virginia state line and Route 7.
RECOMMENDATION(S): Staff recommends that the Board endorse all of the recommended
short, mid, and long-term improvement recommendations that are listed in Tables 8, 9, and 10 of
this Item for future planning and implementation. Staff further recommends that the Board
authorize a budget adjustment to transfer $463,808 from the Project Management Consulting
Services Account (C02011) to a newly created project account to complete the Corridor Planning
Studies for Route 9 Western Area North-South Rural Roadways as provided in Attachment 1. Staff
further recommends that the Board direct staff to continue work on the remaining Safety and
Operational Studies for Route 50 and Route 287 and defer work on the Route 7 Safety and
Operational Study to a later date.

BACKGROUND: At the June 29, 2017, Transportation Summit (Transportation Summit), an
information item was presented regarding the Rural Primary Roads (Routes 7, 9, 15, 50, and 287). 1
At that meeting, staff was directed to initiate safety and operational analysis for each of the
referenced Rural Primary Roads similar to the one that was conducted for Route 15 north of
Leesburg. 2 Considering the staffing and financial resources available to undertake the studies, staff
subsequently sought direction from the Board on the order in which the studies should be
conducted. On July 18, 2018, an item was presented to the Board with a proposed priority order
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for the Rural Primary Roads Safety and Operational Studies 3; the Board approved the
recommended order (8-0-1: Buffington absent) 4, which was:
1) Route 9
2) Route 15 South of Leesburg
3) Route 7
4) Route 50
5) Route 287
Staff began working on the safety and operational studies for both Route 9 and Route 15 South in
fall 2019. Following the Board’s direction to conduct the studies in the same manner as the Route
15 North Study, a Focus Group was established for Route 9, and public workshops were conducted
to obtain feedback and public opinion, which was used to guide the development of the
improvement alternatives. A map depicting the Study area is provided in Attachment 2. An
Executive Summary was prepared for the Study and is provided in Attachment 3. The Final Report
(the Report) prepared for the Study is provided in Attachment 4. The term “the Study” refers to
the process utilized to generate the final Report.
Existing Conditions: Route 9, named Charles Town Pike, is currently a two-lane road from the
West Virginia border to Route 7, except for the short segment between Bridge View Court and the
roundabout at the westbound Route 7 ramps. Turn lanes exist at some, though not all, major
intersections.
Route 9 is located in a primarily rural area with topography that varies from relatively flat to
mountainous terrain. The road crosses the North and South Forks of the Catoctin Creek and extends
over the corresponding major floodplains. The road also travels through the historic district of the
Town of Hillsboro, and there are several prominent historical homes and farms north and south of
the corridor.
The northwest portion of the county is primarily zoned Agricultural Rural (AR-1), which permits
agriculturally-based businesses such as farms, wineries, and stables, and other rural-based
businesses, and private residences that are located on large parcels. The portion of the county
located within the Village of Paeonian Springs is zoned Countryside Residential (CR1/CR2),
which permits uses such as: agriculture, compact cluster development, bed and breakfast
homestays, commuter parking lot, recycling drop off collection center, public/private schools,
water/sewer pumping stations, and telecommunications antenna/monopole. Along the corridor,
there are several vineyards, breweries, cideries, bed and breakfast establishments, other
agricultural businesses, stores, schools, and religious gathering places, many of which are accessed
directly from Route 9.
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The Adopted Loudoun County 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan (2019 CTP) designates the
entirety of Route 9 as a rural two-lane Scenic Byway. It is also classified as a Minor Arterial,
deferring to the Town of Hillsboro within the Town limits, with an ultimate cross-section that is
designated as an R2(T), which is a rural two-lane undivided roadway with a shared-use path on
one side of the road; the location of the shared-use path is undefined pending more detailed
engineering. The Town of Hillsboro Plan calls for Route 9 to remain a “Main Street” with parking
and sidewalks.
According to the 2018 Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) Volume Estimates that are
published by the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT), the traffic counts for Route 9
range from 16,000 to 17,000 vehicles per day (vpd) between the West Virginia border and Berlin
Turnpike (Route 287). Between Berlin Turnpike (Route 287) and Hamilton Station Road (Route
704), the AADT increases to 18,000 and between Hamilton Station (Route 704) Road and Route
7, the AADT increases to 21,000. VDOT’s 2020 traffic volume estimates reflect variable increases
and decreases along the corridor, likely attributed to a combination of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the ReThink9 (https://rethink9.com) detour that was in place during 2020. The ReThink9
project provided traffic calming and pedestrian safety improvements in the Town of Hillsboro.
These improvements included: construction of two single lane roundabouts at the eastern and
western entrances to Hillsboro (Stony Point Road and Hillsboro Road respectively), a connected
sidewalk system with raised and at-grade crosswalks, multi-modal paths for bicycle/pedestrian
access, on-street parking, and streetscaping. The 2020 estimated AADT ranges from 6,500 to
20,000, with lower volumes in and around the Town of Hillsboro and higher volumes on the east
and west ends of the corridor. Although the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted travel, according to
VDOT, traffic volumes along arterial roadways in Northern Virginia have generally recovered to
pre-pandemic levels since schools reopened in fall 2021. A 2019 origin-destination study of a
sampling of data found that during the AM and PM peak periods, approximately 50% and 40% of
the drivers on Route 9, respectively, are traveling to/from other states outside of Virginia.
The Study’s initial task was to obtain traffic field data, which was collected in May 2019 and
included traffic volumes, speeds, operational data such as queue lengths and travel times, and
engineering observations. Turning movement volumes were collected at 15 intersections. To
collect daily traffic volumes, seven-day continuous traffic counts were collected at 23 mainline
and side street locations.
The Study also recorded travel speeds, collected travel times during peak hours, and observed
queue length. The 85th percentile speed is a measure commonly reviewed in traffic engineering
studies; it is the speed at which 85% of drivers were travelling at or below during the data collection
period for a given location. Across the seven speed data collection locations along the corridor,
the 85th percentile travel speeds varied between two to 11 miles per hour over the posted speed
limit. All locations had 85th percentile speeds less than ten miles per hour over the posted speed
limit with the exception of the segment between Hillsboro Road (Route 690) and Purcellville Road
(Route 611), where the 85th percentile speed was recorded at 11 mph over the posted speed limit. 5
5

Speed problem is typical characterized when the 85th percentile speed exceeds 10 mph above the posted speed limit.
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For a congested corridor like Route 9, the most appropriate engineering approach to evaluating
operational performance is assessing queue lengths and travel time, instead of level of service,
which is more appropriate for undersaturated conditions. For this reason, the Study also evaluated
queuing and travel times along the corridor. Detailed information and graphics for the AM and
PM peak hour queuing and travel times can be found in the Report in Chapters 3.3.3.1, Figures
16-20 and 3.3.3.2, Figures 21-25, respectively. Generally speaking in the AM period, it is
estimated to take approximately 29 minutes to travel the full length of the 13-mile corridor in the
eastbound peak direction and 22 minutes in the westbound off-peak direction. In the PM, it is
estimated to take approximately 27 minutes to travel the full length of the 13-mile corridor in the
westbound peak travel direction and 21.5 minutes in the eastbound off-peak direction. Tables 1
and 2 provide details for the three highest queue locations along the corridor.
Table 1: Existing (2019) AM Peak Hour Top Queuing Locations (Eastbound)
Rank
Location
1
Hamilton Station Road
2
Harpers Ferry Road
3
Hillsboro Road and
Stony Point Road (prior
to installation of
roundabouts)

Length of Queue in Peak Travel Direction
7,400 ft (1.4 miles) west of intersection
6,000 ft (1.1 miles) west of intersection
Continuous queue of over 3,100 ft west of intersection (0.58
miles) which creates a roughly 1,000 ft (0.20 miles) queue
west of Stony Point Road. Additionally, this can create a
rolling queue westward to Cider Mill Road.

Table 2: Existing (2019) PM Peak Hour Top Queuing Locations (Westbound)
Rank
Location
1
Berlin Turnpike
2
Entering Hillsboro
(prior to installation of
roundabouts)
3
Hamilton Station Road

Length of Queue in Peak Travel Direction
4,800 ft (0.90 miles)
1,800 ft (0.33 miles)

Slow moving queue of roughly 1,300 ft (0.25 miles) in
length.

The Study also documented roadway features, including elements such as turn lanes, pavement
markings, shoulders, guardrails, highway signs, and noted areas with observed driver behavior
issues or constrained conditions.
Approximately five years of crash data was obtained from VDOT to analyze trends and identify
crash hot spots; the crash data reviewed was for the period from January 2014 to May 2019. During
this period, a total of 784 crashes occurred along the corridor; of these, there were 191 serious
crashes that resulted in fatalities or other severe injuries, representing 24% of the total crashes.
Two fatal crashes occurred between January 2014 and May 2019. The most common crash types
were rear-end (46.4%), angle crashes (12.8%), animal (10%), and roadway departure (9.9%).
Crash severity was also summarized utilizing the KABCO scale. 6 For the severe crash types
6

K = Fatal Injury, A = Ambulatory Injury, B = Visible Injury, C = Non-visible injury, and O = Property Damage only
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(crashes in the KAB categories), the most severe crash types were rear-end (40.8%), angle crashes
(16.8%), roadway departure (12.6%) and fixed object-off road (8.9%).
Crash hot spots were mapped and are presented in Figures 9 and 10, located in Chapter 3.2.3, of
the Report. The highest crash density areas are located at the following locations: Route 9 between
Shady Lane and Sweet Springs Country Store, Route 9 curve east of Sagle Road (Route 687),
Route 9 at Harpers Ferry Road (Route 671), Route 9 at Hamilton Station Road (Route 704), and
Route 9 between Simpson Circle (Route 662) northwest intersection and Clarkes Gap Road (Route
662).
Short-Term Improvements: Based on the existing conditions analysis, improvements were
identified to address safety and functional roadway needs. Recommended short-term
improvements include low-cost, easily implementable countermeasures such as signs, pavement
markings, flashing warning beacons, delineators, and centerline rumble strips. Figures 33, 34, and
35, located in Chapter 4.2 of the Report, provide a graphic representation of the recommended
short-term improvements. The recommended short-term improvements are provided in Table 3, in
no priority order.
Table 3: Recommended Short-Term Improvements
Hot Spot
No.

Location

Description of Improvements

1

Sweet Springs
Country Store

Warning Signs and Flashing Beacons, Wide Edge Lines,
Sight Distance Vegetation Clearing
Study of Business Circulation and Driveway Movement
Access (to support Mid-Term turn lane design)

2

Curve East of Sagle
Road

Wide Edge Lines, Signs, Chevrons on Outside of Curve,
Delineators on Inside of Curve, Centerline Rumble Strips,
Sight Distance Vegetation Clearing

3

Harpers Ferry Road

Supplemental Plaque with Road Name, Larger Yield Sign,
"Shark Tooth" Yield Markings, Vegetation Clearing for
Visibility in WB Direction

4

Hamilton Station
Road

5

Clarkes Gap Road

"Stop Here on Red" Sign (EB & WB), Diagrammatic Guide
Sign for Unusual Intersection Configuration, Supplemental
Plaque with Road Name, Vegetation Clearing for Visibility
in EB Direction
Extend EB Left Turn Lane with Pavement Markings, "Stop
Here on Red" Sign (SB), Relocate SB Stop Bar and Tighten
Radii Markings, Supplemental Plaque with Roadway
Name, Wide Edge Lines from Summerfield Lane to Clarkes
Gap Road
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Mid-Term Improvements: Mid-term improvements were identified based on existing conditions
data to improve operations and safety along the corridor. These were identified as part of the same
analysis and process as the short-term improvements, however, these mid-term improvements will
take longer to implement due to the more extensive roadway design and construction entailed, as
well as right of way required. Mid-term improvements include turn lanes and law enforcement pull
off areas. Figures 33, 34, and 35, located in Chapter 4.2 of the Report, provide a graphic
representation of the recommended mid-term improvements. The recommended prioritized midterm improvements are provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Recommended Mid-Term Improvements
Priority
Location
No.
1
2
3
4

Description of Improvements

Eastbound Right Turn Lane and Westbound Left
Sweet Springs Country Store Turn Lane
Cider Mill Road
Eastbound Right Turn Lane*
Purcellville Road
Westbound Left Turn Lane
Pull-Off Areas
Law Enforcement Pull-off Areas

*If one of the long-term improvements at Cider Mill Road is implemented earlier, this separate turn lane
project may not be needed

Future Traffic Forecast: Based on a review of the planned and programmed projects along the
corridor, along with the Study needs, the Study evaluated three future networks: year 2030, year
2040, and 2040 alternative build (widened) Route 9; a more detailed description is provided below.
The Study used the Loudoun County Travel Demand Model (TDM) to project these traffic
volumes. The TDM is used as a baseline tool and is validated and enhanced based on study-specific
traffic counts. The TDM reflects adopted Countywide demographic forecasts showing limited
growth in population and employment along Route 9. The model anticipates continued growth in
demand for travel to and from West Virginia. While traffic traveling to and from West Virginia is
expected to grow, the overall traffic growth along the corridor is expected to be much lower than
historically observed growth rates due to planned roadway improvements on other corridors in the
area. Given the anticipated highway capacity expansion of Route 7 and new and improved
interchanges providing enhanced connectivity to north-south movements, most of the growth in
traffic is expected to use Route 9 west of Hillsboro Road (Route 690). East of Hillsboro, future
traffic conditions anticipate little or no increase in traffic volumes, with the exception of the short
segment east of Clarkes Gap Road (Route 662), where volumes are anticipated to experience
modest growth attributed to additional traffic from the north. Most cross streets are expected to
experience an increase in traffic volumes, in particular those providing connections to Route 7. A
detailed description of the future traffic conditions can be found in Chapter 5 of the Report.
•

Year 2030: Incorporates short-term changes to the corridor and serves as a baseline
of travel patterns to establish the effect of near-term built projects.
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•
•

Year 2040: Reflects the Adopted 2019 CTP and includes several regional
improvements, such as the Route 7 widening.
2040 Alternative Build (Widened) Route 9: Reflects the Adopted 2019 CTP and
generally the same conditions as the Year 2040 network above, except it models
Route 9 widened to four-lanes along the entire study corridor. The purpose of this
was to quantify and understand future demand without the constraints of the
existing two-lane capacity as a factor.

Following the development of the networks listed above, growth rates for the corridor were
developed and approved by the Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT). These growth
rates were used to estimate daily and peak hour volumes. The growth rates can be found in Table
3, located in Chapter 5 of the Report. Based on the modest increase in volumes and the feasibility
of two-lane solutions that improved operations and safety, the 2040 Alternative Build (Widened)
Route 9 alternative was eliminated from further consideration.
Partner Agency Meetings: The Study team met with representatives from several agencies to
understand their concerns about Route 9, including: Loudoun County Public Schools (LCPS);
VDOT; Appalachian Trail Conservancy; Bike Loudoun; Frederick County, Maryland;
Hagerstown/Eastern Panhandle Metropolitan Planning Organization (HEPMPO); Jefferson
County, West Virginia; Maryland Department of Transportation State Highway Administration
District 7 (MDOT SHA); the National Park Service; NOVA Parks; and the Town of Hillsboro.
Coordination with adjacent agencies ensured that traffic forecasting and modeling for the corridor
was consistent with their planning efforts. The focus for LCPS was on student and bus driver
safety. LCPS has bus stops located directly on Route 9 and in neighborhoods off of Route 9. VDOT
partnering meetings were focused on proposed improvements and the feasibility and endorsement
of the recommendations. The recreation and multimodal organizations desired the 10-foot-wide
shared use path physically separated from Route 9. Bicycle and pedestrian safety as well as access
to the Appalachian Trail and the W&OD Trail were also important topics; a significant increase in
the use of the Appalachian Trail was observed during the COVID-19 pandemic. Public safety
agencies noted that the current roadway configuration of the Route 9 corridor is challenging for
emergency response and speed enforcement.
Public Involvement: As directed by the Board, the Study included extensive public involvement.
A Focus Group, comprised of representatives from businesses, homeowner associations,
community organizations, and some private homeowners was established to participate in the
Study; Table 5 contains a list of the Focus Group members.
Table 5: Route 9 South Focus Group Members
Organization
Beacon Hill Homeowners Association
Bed and Breakfast Guild
Birch Hollow Homeowners Association
Coalition of Loudoun Towns
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Organization
Greater Hillsboro Business Alliance
Hillsboro Charter Academy
Loudoun County Brewers Association
Loudoun County Preservation and Conservation Coalition
Loudoun Valley Church of the Nazarene
Loudoun Wineries Association
Piedmont Environmental Association
Rural Economic Development Council
Saratoga Homeowners Association
Save Rural Loudoun
Shell Gas Station in Paeonian Springs
Town of Hillsboro
Village of Paeonian Springs
Western Loudoun Residents
The Focus Group met four times during the Study; documents for each Focus Group meeting are
available on the web page that was established for the Study, http://www.loudoun.gov/route9. The
initial meeting was held in person on February 13, 2020, to discuss the Study’s purpose and need,
and the Focus Group’s role in the project, review existing conditions, and to receive input about
travel conditions along the corridor. The attendees were asked to participate in exercises to
describe Route 9 in one word or phrase, list each member’s top three goals for improving Route 9,
document issues they experience driving along the corridor, and describe the Route 9 of the future
in one word or phrase. The Focus Group members conveyed their top three goals as safety,
maintaining rural character, and reducing speed. The Focus Group also conveyed their desire for
Route 9 to be a safe roadway, and they stressed the importance of preserving the scenic, historic,
and rural (two-lane) qualities of the corridor.
The Focus Group’s involvement in the Study was extremely beneficial because its members
routinely travel the corridor and rely on the road to access their homes and businesses; their insight
combined with the public’s input was used to develop, refine, and select the recommended longterm improvements.
A public input meeting was held virtually on July 16, 2020, to introduce the Study and summarize
findings from the data collected, obtain feedback on challenges at specific locations along the
corridor, and understand the community priorities. An online survey was conducted between July
10, 2020, and July 31, 2020, to obtain community input on the Route 9 corridor; 157 people
responded to the survey, which contained a mapping exercise that allowed participants to rank
their corridor priorities, rate experiences along the corridor, and provide feedback about specific
locations. As shown in Figure 1, the public’s top-ranked objectives for the Study were safety,
maintaining the corridor’s rural beauty, and congestion relief.
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The first question in the survey asked respondents to “Rank the Top 3 Issues” that are most
important to them, with 1 being the most important. The results of those priorities are summarized
in the graph on the right in Figure 1. The green bars describe the number of times a priority item
was ranked by respondents. The number in the bar represents the frequency that people indicated
that particular item in their Top 3 priorities; 81 of the respondents ranked Rural Character in their
Top 3 priority list and 93 of the respondents ranked Safety in their Top 3 priority list.
The average ranking for each priority is shown in the line on the graph. This number reflects how
important it was to the respondent (either rank 1, 2, or 3 with 1 being the most important); rural
character had the highest average ranking. In summary, safety was selected most often as a priority
and rural character was selected second.
Figure 1: Route 9 Virtual Public Meeting held July 10, 2020 – Public Input Survey Results

The subsequent Focus Group meetings were held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
primary focus of the second meeting, which was held on September 30, 2020, was to provide a
recap of the previous Focus Group meeting, provide the public survey results, present the existing
conditions summary, present the travel demand and forecasting methodology, and provide next
steps. The third Focus Group meeting was held on July 28, 2021, to provide an update on recent
study activities, present long-term (2040) corridor safety and operational challenges, and to present
long-term (2040) corridor improvement and concept alternatives. The Focus Group provided
invaluable insight and feedback on the concept alternatives prior to public engagement. A fourth
Focus Group meeting was held on December 13, 2021, where the results of the second public input
meeting (described below), study conclusions, and prioritization of recommendations were
discussed.
Development of Improvement Alternatives: Improvement alternatives were evaluated through
screening tools and macroscopic analysis software. In addition, feedback from the Focus Group
and the first public input survey were considered. Considering all of these factors, the study team
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started with the most minimal improvements to determine if operations and congestion levels
would improve with the smallest level of improvements; this analysis resulted in Alternative A
that includes primarily spot improvements and signalized intersections (Attachment 5). Since these
improvements still resulted in operational challenges, improvements were expanded to include
more extensive intersection improvements; this analysis resulted in Alternative B with
roundabouts at multiple intersections (Attachment 6). Table 6 provides a summary of the two long
term corridor improvement concepts.
Table 6: Summary of Two Long-Term Corridor Improvement Concepts
Location

Harpers Ferry Road

Cider Mill Road
Stony Point Road
Hillsboro Road
Mountain Road &
Hillsboro Road NB New
Alignment
Hamilton Station Road
Old Wheatland Road

Clarkes Gap Road

Segment from Clarkes
Gap Road to Simpson
Circle South
Beacon Hill Road

Description of Improvements
Alternative A
Alternative B
Intersection alignment
geometric improvements with
eastbound left turn lane and
Hybrid roundabout
new signal with phasing
improvements
Traffic signal control with
Hybrid roundabout
eastbound right turn lane
Expand existing single-lane
N/A
roundabout to hybrid roundabout
Add eastbound right turn lane to
N/A
existing single-lane roundabout
Realign northbound Hillsboro
Road on new alignment opposite
N/A
Mountain Road with new hybrid
roundabout at Mountain Road
Eastbound and westbound left
turn lanes and new signal with Hybrid roundabout
phasing improvements
Eastbound left turn lane
Eastbound left turn lane
Southbound dual left turn
lanes on Clarkes Gap Road
with two eastbound receiving Hybrid roundabout
lanes on Route 9, new signal
and optimized signal timings
Lane continuity enhancement
N/A
(widening to connect auxiliary
lanes at intersections)
Right-in/right-out/left-in
Right-in/right-out/left-in

The preferred improvement alternative was determined through public participation. A second
public input meeting was held on September 22, 2021, to provide an update on the Study, present
the long-term (2040) corridor improvement concepts, receive public input, address questions, and
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summarize the next steps. After the second public input meeting, an online survey was conducted
to solicit feedback on the proposed alternatives and public preference. The survey consisted of
three primary questions which focused on three corridor-specific preferences for the long-term
(2040) corridor concept (Alternatives A and B as described above), paved shoulders, and draft
recommendations for the shared use path. A list of the survey questions can be found in Appendix
D of the Report. A total of 61 survey responses were received. Of those responses, 57 (or 93%)
answered all three questions. The survey resulted in:
•
•

•

64% of respondents preferring Alternative B as described; a few comments were received
for revisions to Alternative B.
68% of respondents supporting implementation of a shared use path and 49% of
respondents agreeing with the recommended alignment; a few comments were received
suggesting modifications to the recommended alignment, and as a result subsequent
revisions were made to the recommendations.
56% of respondents supported implementation of shoulders; no additional comments were
received.

Prioritized Long-Term Improvement Recommendations: Based on the public’s preferences and the
Focus Group’s feedback, the Study team recommends a prioritized approach to improve safety
and operations on Route 9 while preserving the rural character of the corridor. Table 7 identifies
the specific, primarily intersection-focused improvements and provides a description of each one.
Table 7: Prioritized Route 9 Long-Term Improvement Recommendations (Alternative B)
No.
1

2

3

4

5

Location
Harpers Ferry Road
Cider Mill Road
Clarkes Gap Road

Description of Improvements
Hybrid roundabout
Hybrid roundabout
Hybrid roundabout

Segment from Clarkes Gap Road to Lane continuity enhancement (widening on
Simpson Circle South
east end of corridor)
Beacon Hill Road
Right-in/right-out/left-in
Hamilton Station Road
Hybrid roundabout
Stony Point Road
Expand to hybrid roundabout
Mountain Road & Hillsboro Road NB Realign northbound Hillsboro Road on new
alignment opposite Mountain Road, new
New Alignment
roundabout at Mountain Road
Hillsboro Road (Existing Intersection)
Old Wheatland Road

Eastbound right turn lane (maintaining
existing roundabout) at Hillsboro Road
Eastbound Left Turn Lane
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ISSUES: Staff identified the following issues.
Completed and Pending Safety and Operational Studies (SOS): As stated in the Background
section of this item, the Board directed staff to initiate safety and operation studies for the Rural
Primary Roads (Routes 7, 9, 15, 50, and 287) at the June 29, 2017 Transportation Summit, and the
Board subsequently prioritized the order in which the studies are to be conducted, which is: 1)
Route 9; 2) Route 15 South of Leesburg; 3) Route 7; 4) Route 50; and 5) Route 287. Since that
time, the studies for Route 9 and Route 15 South of Leesburg have been completed; the studies for
Route 7, Route 50, and Route 287 have not yet been initiated. The Adopted FY 2023 Budget
programmed several improvements for Route 7. As part of this item, staff requests direction
whether to continue work on or to pause the work on the remaining Safety and Operational Studies
due to the large group of recommended future projects that result from these types of studies. If
direction is provided to continue work on the remaining Safety and Operational studies, staff
recommends that the Route 7 Safety and Operational Study be deferred because the County has
future plans to widen a significant portion of the road.
Route 9 Area North-South Rural Roadways (between Route 7 and Route 9 on the Western End of
the Route 9 Corridor): There are multiple planned roadway network improvements in
northwestern Loudoun County that will impact traffic patterns along north-south roadways on the
western end of the Study corridor, specifically roads connecting Route 9 and Route 7. Those
corridors include Hillsboro Road (Route 690), Cider Mill Road (Route 751), Stony Point Road
(Route 719), and Woodgrove Road (719).
During the course of this study, a future travel pattern was revealed whereby these north-south
roads will likely experience increases in traffic volumes, largely in part due to drivers choosing to
use Route 7 in the future for east-west travel, after capacity improvements planned for Route 7
between Hillsboro Road (Route 690) and Leesburg are in place. The additional travel lanes on
Route 7 will make it a more desirable route choice. The travel demand model and traffic forecasts
indicate that those drivers still destined for the northwestern area of the county will use these northsouth connection routes to/from Route 9.
During several focus group meetings and public input meetings, concern was raised as to whether
these roadways are sufficient from a safety and geometric standpoint to carry this additional
volume. Some Focus Group members submitted documentation summarizing this concern
(Attachment 7). The public expressed a desire for traffic calming on some of these north-south
routes; however, VDOT’s traffic calming program is intended for neighborhood streets that
provide direct access to residences where the speed limit is 25 mph or less. It is not intended for
roadways such as these north-south collector and local roadways.
At the direction of the Board during the Transportation Summit, held on June 29, 2017, DTCI
initiated a study of Route 690 (Hillsboro Road) to address related concerns due to increased traffic
on this roadway with the anticipated opening of the interchange at Route 7 and Route 690. The
other north-south routes that are recommended for analysis are Cider Mill Road (Route 751), Stony
Point Road (Route 719), and Woodgrove Road (Route 719). A scope of services was prepared to
analyze current and future traffic conditions on these roads and is provided as Attachment 1 to this
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item. To address this issue, staff recommends that the Board approve the execution of a budget
adjustment to transfer $463,808 from the Project Management Consulting Services Account
(C02011) to a newly created project account to complete the Corridor Planning Studies for Route 9
Western Area North-South Rural Roadways.
Uncertainties with Future Travel Patterns: The traffic forecasts for this study were based on data
that was collected prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, and therefore the volumes reflected typical
commuting travel patterns and levels at that time. During the course of the Study, the pandemicrelated restrictions altered driver travel patterns across Loudoun County and the nation. There are
still uncertainties as to whether future remote work conditions and pandemic impacts will result in
permanent changes to peak traffic volumes compared to the pre-pandemic traffic conditions used
in this corridor study analysis.
Prior to investing in some of the long-term recommendations, staff suggests that the County
reassess future traffic volumes after post-pandemic travel patterns emerge. If there is a reduction
in estimated future volumes, it could make some of the long-term recommendations unnecessary,
particularly those in the vicinity of the Town of Hillsboro.
Shared Use Path: Since the 2019 CTP’s ultimate condition for Route 9 includes a shared-use path
located on one side of the road, the Study sought the public’s preference for the location of the
future shared-use path, which is illustrated in Figure 53 in Chapter 6.2 of the Report.
Design and construction of the shared-use path are not included in the Study’s Recommended
Long-Term Improvement Priorities because it may be programmed through the County’s Sidewalk
and Trails Program which is currently developing the prioritization for the rural segments. It is
anticipated that the prioritized rural segments will be presented to the Board in fall 2022.
Interest in Equestrian Trail and Alternative Shared Use Path Treatments: During both the Focus
Group meetings and public input meetings, various stakeholders expressed their interest in
alternate shared-use path surface materials other than asphalt pavement, specifically to better suit
the surrounding rural environment. A desire for equestrian trails was also raised on multiple
occasions.
Transportation Demand management (Transit and Park-and-Ride Facilities): This northwestern
area of Loudoun County is currently not served by transit routes or park-and-ride facilities. The
scope of this study did not include an extensive investigation into benefits of transportation
demand management for this area of the county. During the partner agency meeting with the
adjacent counties in West Virginia, they noted informal carpool arrangements and parking are
provided through alternate means such as local businesses and unused lots adjacent to the roadway.
At the Board Business Meeting on May 17, 2022 7, the Board directed staff (8-0-0-1: Briskman
abstained) to develop a work plan and identify the funding needed to analyze the feasibility of
providing commuter bus service into Loudoun County from jurisdictions to the west and north,
and to return to the Board at a future business meeting with a draft work plan and proposed funding

7
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options. Whether there would be benefits to implementing other means by which to minimize
traffic volumes on the corridor is yet to be seen.
The Eastern Panhandle Transit Authority (EPTA) is proposing a new commuter bus service that
would travel along Route 9 to connect commuters from the Martinsburg and Ranson/Charles Town
areas to the new Silver Line Metro Station in Ashburn.
Gaver Mill Road (Route 812) Cut-Through: During the focus group and public input meetings,
citizens raised concern about cut-through traffic on Gaver Mill Road (Route 812), which connects
Hillsboro Road (Route 690) and Route 9, as a short connector roadway in the southwest quadrant
of the Route 9/Hillsboro Road (Route 690) intersection. Gaver Mill Road (Route 812) provides
access to residences. When either Hillsboro Road (Route 690) or Route 9 are congested, drivers
were observed traveling Gaver Mill Road (Route 812) to avoid the congestion and queues. This
was particularly an issue during construction of the ReThink9 project improvements in the Town
of Hillsboro, but stakeholders also mentioned this concern existed prior to the construction.
This particular concern is not a regional or network travel pattern issue such as the north-south
roadway concerns; however, the Loudoun County Residential Traffic Management Program may
be sought by the community for further evaluation of the cut-through problem.
Through Truck Restriction: During Focus Group meetings and public input meetings, several
concerns were raised regarding trucks on Route 9 and desire for trucks to be required to use other
routes. Concurrent with the Study, other concerns were raised separately by the Town of Hillsboro.
The Town’s concerns were safety, the volume of large trucks, and damage to the new infrastructure
within the Town.
As a result, at the Board Business Meeting on January 18, 2022 8, staff was directed (9-0) 9 to send
a request to VDOT to conduct an engineering study to consider implementing a truck restriction
based on vehicle classification and length on Route 9 in Loudoun County, or a portion of Route 9.
Subsequently, on April 15, 2022, DTCI sent a Request for Study to Restrict Specific Truck
Classifications by Length on Route 9 in Loudoun County. On May 25, 2022, DTCI attended a
meeting with the VDOT and the Town of Hillsboro; Mayor Robert Vance and Mr. Scott
Kasprowicz, Virginia Commonwealth Transportation Board At-Large Urban Representative, also
attended. VDOT will be considering the potential effectiveness of changes to fixed and changeable
signing along the corridor, along with a potential speed limit change within the Town of Hillsboro.
VDOT and Loudoun County continue to coordinate regarding the outcome of the truck restriction
request.
Speed Cameras: Since Route 9 is a two-lane highway with minimal shoulders that could be used
for speed enforcement areas, the public suggested that speed cameras could be used to deter
speeding. Under Virginia Code §46.2-882.1, photo speed monitoring devices are only allowed to
be placed in school zones and highway work zones; legislation would have to be initiated and
enacted to allow the County to install speed enforcement cameras outside those specified zones.
8
9

9
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Additionally, the Board would have to adopt an ordinance to implement photo enforcement of
speed and an agency would have to be tasked with enforcement.
Shoulders: The existing shoulders on much of the Route 9 corridor do not comply with VDOT’s
current design standards. The public expressed a preference for improving shoulders throughout
Route 9 (56% of respondents in favor). To retain the rural character of the corridor and due to
concerns for potential increases in travel speeds that may result from wider (standard) shoulders,
the Focus Group expressed a preference for no changes to the current shoulders. Staff is not
recommending corridor-wide shoulder improvements for Route 9 but notes that any areas of the
road that are improved will need to have shoulders that meet VDOT’s standards.
Funding Turn Lanes into Private Properties: One of the recommended improvements consists of
designing and constructing right and left-turn lanes at the main entrance of the Sweet Springs
Country Store. The popular business is located on Route 9, just east of the West Virginia border;
there is a high volume of turning movements at the location and is adjacent to the crash hot spot
of Route 9 between Shady Lane and the Sweet Springs Country Store. The County’s development
regulations did not require the property owner to install turn lanes when the business was
established. VDOT informed County staff that road improvements for private property would not
be eligible to receive state funding.
Differences Between Study and Design: The conceptual improvements proposed by the Study are
not engineered designs. If the Board decides to advance any of the recommended improvements,
engineering is required to develop plans that are submitted to VDOT and County review agencies
for right-of-way acquisition and construction.
FISCAL IMPACT: If the Board wishes to implement any of the recommended short, mid, and/or
long-term improvements that are proposed in this item, the project(s) will need to be programmed
in a future capital budget. If the Board chooses to endorse the recommended improvements, the
projects will be considered for advancement as part of the regular Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) process. Cost estimates are provided in Tables 8, 9, and 10. The improvements listed below
are in the priority order determined by the Study team, however, the Board may choose to
implement any of the improvements in any order as determined by the Board.
Table 8: Cost Estimates for Route 9 Recommended Short-Term Improvements
Hot
Spot
No.

1

Location

Description of Improvements

Sweet
Springs
Country
Store

Warning Signs and Flashing Beacons,
Wide Edge Lines, Sight Distance
Vegetation Clearing
Study of Business Circulation and
Driveway Movement Access (to support
Mid-Term turn lane design)

Present Day Value
Cost Estimate
$175,000

$150,000
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Hot
Spot
No.

Location

2

Curve East
of Sagle
Road

3

Harpers
Ferry Road

4

Hamilton
Station
Road

5

Clarkes
Gap Road

Description of Improvements

Present Day Value
Cost Estimate

Wide Edge Lines, Signs, Chevrons on
Outside of Curve, Delineators on Inside
of Curve, Centerline Rumble Strips, Sight
Distance Vegetation Clearing
Supplemental Plaque with Road Name,
Larger Yield Sign, "Shark Tooth" Yield
Markings, Vegetation Clearing for
Visibility in WB Direction
"Stop Here on Red" Sign (EB & WB),
Diagrammatic Guide Sign for Unusual
Intersection Configuration, Supplemental
Plaque with Road Name, Vegetation
Clearing for Visibility in EB Direction
Extend EB Left Turn Lane with
Pavement Markings, "Stop Here on Red"
Sign (SB), Relocate SB Stop Bar and
Tighten Radii Markings, Supplemental
Plaque with Roadway Name, Wide Edge
Lines from Summerfield Lane to Clarkes
Gap Road
Short-Term Recommendations Total

$120,000

$15,000

$40,000

$45,000

$545,000

Table 9: Cost Estimates for Route 9 Recommended Mid-Term Improvements
Priority
Location
No.
1
2
3

Description of Improvements

Sweet Springs
Country Store

Eastbound Right Turn Lane and
Westbound Left Turn Lane

Cider Mill Road
Purcellville
Road
Pull-Off Areas

Eastbound Right Turn Lane*
Westbound Left Turn Lane

Present Day Value Cost Estimate

$2,540,000
$940,000
$2,140,000

Law Enforcement Pull-off Areas
$5,350,000
Mid-Term Recommendations Total
$10,970,000
*If one of the long-term improvements at Cider Mill Road is implemented earlier, then this
separate turn lane project may not be needed.
Table 10: Cost Estimates for Route 9 Recommended Long-Term Improvement Priorities
(Alternative B)
4
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Priority
No.
Location
Harpers Ferry
Road
1
Cider Mill Road
Clarkes Gap
Road
Segment from
Clarkes Gap
2
Road to Simpson
Circle South
Beacon Hill
Road
Hamilton Station
3
Road
Stony Point Road
Mountain Road
& Hillsboro
Road NB New
4
Alignment
Hillsboro Road
(Existing
Intersection)
Old Wheatland
5
Road

Description of Improvements

Present Day Value Cost Estimate
(Rounded)

Hybrid roundabout

$26,150,000

Hybrid roundabout

$31,770,000

Hybrid roundabout

Lane continuity enhancement
(widening on east end of corridor)
Right-in/right-out/left-in

$21,080,000

$14,170,000

$530,000

Hybrid roundabout
Expand to hybrid roundabout
Realign northbound Hillsboro
Road on new alignment opposite
Mountain Road, new roundabout
at Mountain Road
Eastbound right turn lane
(maintaining existing roundabout)
at Hillsboro Road

$22,660,000
$18,320,000

Eastbound Left Turn Lane

$2,080,000

ALTERNATIVE B
Long-Term Alternative Total

$15,690,000

$3,460,000

$155,910,000

Additionally, there is sufficient funding in the Project Management Consulting Services Account
(C02011) to fund the $463,808 needed for the Corridor Planning Studies for Route 9 Western Area
North-South Rural Roadways as provided in Attachment 1.
ALTERNATIVES: The Board has several options it can pursue for the Route 9 Safety and
Operational improvements which are presented below:
1. The Board may choose to endorse all the recommended short-term, mid-term, and long-term
improvements that are listed in Tables 8, 9, and 10 of this item for future planning and
implementation.
2. The Board may select specific recommended improvements for endorsement from Tables 8,
9, and 10 of this item for future planning and implementation.
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3. The Board may direct staff to endorse other improvements that are not identified in this item
for future planning and implementation.
4. The Board may defer action on the Route 9 Safety and Operational Study to a future Board
Business Meeting, the Transportation and Land Use Committee, or the Finance and
Government Operations and Economic Development Committee.
5. The Board may choose not to approve funding the Corridor Planning Studies for Route 9
Western Area North-South Rural Roadways.
6. The Board may take no action.
DRAFT MOTIONS:
1. I move that the Board of Supervisors endorse all recommended short-term, mid-term, and longterm improvements that are listed in Tables 8, 9, and 10 of the June 21, 2022, Board of
Supervisors Business Meeting Action Item for future planning and implementation.
I further move that the Board of Supervisors approve the execution of a budget adjustment to
transfer $463,808 from the Project Management Consulting Services Account (C02011) to a
newly created project account to complete the Corridor Planning Studies for Route 9 Western
Area North-South Rural Roadways as provided in Attachment 1 of the June 21, 2022, Board
of Supervisors Business Meeting Action item.
I further move that Board of Supervisors direct staff to continue work on the remaining Safety
and Operational Studies for Route 50 and Route 287 and defer work on the Route 7 Safety and
Operational Study to a later date.

OR
2. I move an alternate motion.
ATTACHMENT(S):
1. Scope of Services for the Corridor Planning Studies for Route 9 Western Area North-South
Rural Roadways
2. Study Area Map
3. Route 9 Safety and Operational Study Executive Summary May 2022
4. Route 9 Safety and Operational Study Final Report May 2022
5. Alternative Concept A
6. Alternative Concept B
7. Citizen Request for Traffic Review of North-South Routes between Route 7 and Route 9

May 16, 2022
Ref: 38910.06
Ms. Kelly Griffin
Project Manager
Loudoun County, Department of Transportation and Capital Infrastructure
MSC #64
101 Blue Seal Drive, SE Suite 102
PO Box 7500
Leesburg, VA 20177-7500
(703) 737-8299
CONTRACT RFQ-585-C, Loudoun County Planning On-Call Contract
ENGINEERING PROPOSAL

TASK ORDER 06
Corridor Planning Studies for
Route 9 Western Area North-South Rural Roadways
Woodgrove Road (Rte. 719)
Cider Mill Road (Rte. 751)
Stony Point Road (Rte. 719)
Federal Tax ID Number: 042931679
May 16, 2022

SCOPE OF SERVICES
The purpose this study is to assess the existing safety, operations, and roadway geometry of three corridors
in northwest Loudoun County to determine where improvements are needed to prepare the roadways for
expected increases in traffic by year 2040.
Background
Figure 1 illustrates recently completed, programmed, and planned improvements in the northwest area of
Loudoun County, specifically on the Route 7 and Route 9 corridors west of the Route 7/Route 9 interchange.
These changes to the roadway network over time will alter travel patterns in the future. As observed in the
Loudoun County Travel Demand Model, with increased capacity on Route 7 in the future, more drivers
traveling to/from the northwest corner of the county will choose Route 7 over Route 9, and then access
Route 9 using the north-south roadways on the western end of both corridors. This travel pattern revealed
itself more recently during the Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational Study, where detailed traffic
forecasting demonstrated the degree to which those traffic increases on the north-south roadways may be
expected.

Attachment 1

Town of Hillsboro Traffic Calming and
Pedestrian Improvements
•
•

Town of Hillsboro administered project.
Completed in 2021.
Improvements included a roundabout at
Route 690 (Hillsboro Road) and Route 719
(Stony Point Road), sidewalks with onstreet parking, and streetlighting plus
burial of overhead utilities.

#

Active Project in CIP

#

2040 Countywide Transportation Plan
Project Corridor
Water
Municipal Boundary

1

Village Conservation
Overlay District

1

Route 9 & Route 287 Roundabout

•
•

•

2

Western Loudoun Park & Ride
Design and construction of a
minimum 250 space surface park
and ride lot.
Project is currently in the design
phase. Construction completion
estimated end of 2025.

•

Construction of new roundabout
at the intersection of Route 9 and
Route 287.
Construction completion
estimated end of 2025.

Route 7 in 2040 CTP
•
•

From Route 9 to Route 690.
Planned to widen from four
lanes to six lanes.

4
3

5

7
6

Route 7 & Route 287 Interchange
Modifications
Route 7 & Route 690 Interchange
•
•

Design and construction of a new
interchange at Route 7 & Route 690.
Construction completion estimated
2026-2027.

•
•

Modification of the interchange of
Route 7 and Route 287.
Project is currently in early design
phase, estimated design completion
Fall 2023.

Figure 1. Roadway Network Improvements:
Recently Completed, Programmed, and Planned

Route 9 & Route 7 Interchange
Modifications
•
•

Planned improvements to acceleration
lane east of interchange, as part of Phase
3 Route 7 widening/improvements.
Design to be initiated in late 2022.
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The north-south roadways between Route 9 and Route 7 where this future increase in demand is expected
include:
• Hillsboro Road (Route 690)
• Woodgrove Road (Route 719)
• Cider Mill Road (Route 751), and
• To a lesser extent Stony Point Road (Route 719).
As part of previous direction from the Board of Supervisors, the Hillsboro Road (Route 690) corridor was
already studied with a goal similar to this assignment, and therefore Hillsboro Road is not included in this
scope of work.
During the construction of the Town of Hillsboro Rethink9 improvements, traffic was detoured around the
project site from early 2020 to mid-2021. The official local detour path included Stony Point Road,
Woodgrove Road, and Hillsboro Road. This temporarily impacted traffic volumes in the area and may have
impacted crashes, as well. As the detour was in place during the COVID-19 pandemic and associated
restrictions, it is challenging to associate any such changes in traffic volumes or safety with either of the two
impacting events.
Table 1 presents a summary of the study area and relevant details for each corridor. Currently, these roads
carry traffic with one lane in each direction, and the pavement sections are less than or equal to 20-ft wide
and have no paved shoulder. There are also sections of the roadways with curves and grades that may see
changes in their safety performance with the higher traffic volumes in the future.
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Table1. Study Corridor Characteristics
Corridor (Study Area)

Woodgrove Road (Route 719)
•
From Cider Mill
Road/Stony Point Road
to Evening Star Drive
•
3.8 miles

Cider Mill Road (Route 751)
•
From Route 9 to
Woodgrove Road
•
1.5 miles
Stony Point Road (Route 719)
•
From Route 9 to
Woodgrove Road
•
1.3 miles

VDOT
Functional
Classification
Rural
Major
Collector

CTP Designation & Other
Details

2019
AADT1

2-Lanes
Major Collector
Ultimate Cross Section – R23
Shared On-Street Bike
Facilities
Virginia Byway

1,400-2,400

# of Crashes
(3 Years
2017-2019)2
8

Local Road

Non-CTP Roadway
Virginia Byway

540

14

Rural
Major
Collector

2-Lanes
Major Collector
Ultimate Cross Section – R23
Shared On-Street Bike
Virginia Byway

520

2

1 From

VDOT AADT Book
crashes on side streets within 250-ft of the corridor
3 The R2 cross section is a rural, two-lane, undivided section with shoulder and ditch
2 Includes

Typical operational and safety studies would apply analysis methodologies such as:
• Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) to gauge operational level of service,
• Crash hot spot data and field assessments to identify causal factors and improvements at
locations with a history of relatively dense crash clusters,
• Corridor crash data assessment to identify trends and risks
• Highway Safety Manual (HSM) crash prediction methods to determine how future changes may
affect future crashes, and
• Field observations of driver behavior.
There are several features of these corridors that make it challenging or inappropriate to apply some of
these more common methods. For example:
• There are too few crashes on these corridors to identify notable corridor-wide trends, although
there may be compelling information that will support some recommendations.
• The low number of crashes in combination with the roadway conditions in some areas are not
appropriate for application of HSM crash prediction methods.
• Crashes are not currently present to the degree that clusters or hot spots tell a vivid story.
• Some short segments of the roadways may have lane widths narrower than is appropriate to use
traditional operational capacity analysis methods.
• Roadside conditions in some of the sections with the more challenging geometric conditions
present an unsafe environment for in-field, roadside observations.
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Typically, corridor operational and safety studies benefit from the valuable assessment of existing conditions
to identify existing problems that could become worse in the future. In the case of these three corridors,
the County is being proactive in identifying and addressing challenges prior to the onset of volume
increases and potential future crashes; therefore, the traffic volumes and potential crashes are not yet
realized. For these reasons, the proposed approach to assessing these corridors includes a combination of
research and evidence-based methods that blend best design practices with proactive, systemic safety
approaches.
Figure 2 presents the proposed layered approach. This approach would include the following key steps:
• Collect, compile, and synthesize data.
• Forecast future year 2040 traffic volumes on key segments and intersections
• Analyze future operations at a planning level
• Analyze existing safety conditions of the three corridors, including identification of corridor-wide
crash trends and relative crash density.
• Identify crash risk factors that are common on similar roadways in Virginia to identify low-cost
countermeasures for key locations along the study corridors that have those same risk factors
• Evaluate existing roadway geometry in relation to potential safety performance through a
multifaceted approach:
o Apply appropriate modules of the FHWA Interactive Highway Safety Design Model
(IHSDM), which is a suite of analysis tools used to evaluate the safety and operational
effects of roadway geometric design. This analysis will identify sections of the corridors
where there are likely to be inconsistencies in travel speeds that may lend themselves to
future safety problems and would benefit from additional improvements to
accommodate future volumes.
o Apply a Safe Systems framework, a methodology that specifically targets fatal and serious
injury crashes. This would focus on conflict points, speeds, potential collision angles,
exposure, and user decision-making (simple/complex) to look at potential collision
locations and countermeasures at intersections and along segments.
o Consider emerging best practices from recent national research supporting the
development of AASHTO’s Green Book 8th Edition and Guidelines for the Geometric
Design of Low Volume Roads.
• Evaluate future year operational needs at key intersections, such as turn lanes and/or changes to
intersection control.
• Develop recommendations for short-term and long-term improvements, and associated cost
estimates.
• Prepare a report summarizing existing conditions, methodology, and recommendations..
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✓

✓

Low-cost, short-term
improvements that would
provide positive guidance,
offer warning of existing
hazards, and/or encourage
changes in driver behavior.
Long-term roadway
improvements – at spot
locations where appropriate –
that would provide a more
forgiving roadway for the
increased traffic volumes
while still considering the
rural context.

Figure 2. Summary of Proposed Approach

BASE SCOPE OF SERVICES
Task 1 – Kick-off, Project Management, and Meetings
1A. Project Management
Following receipt of Notice to Proceed, VHB will develop project management tools to support ongoing
monitoring and evaluation of schedule, budget, and progress. This will include a Gantt-style schedule chart
that will illustrate critical milestones, review periods, and meetings.
1B. Kick-off Meeting
VHB will prepare for and participate in a kick-off meeting with DTCI. The discussion will include but is not
limited to:
•
•
•
•

Immediate data needs from outside sources,
Critical path activities,
Schedule, and
Communication protocol for the task order.

VHB will prepare a meeting summary and action items.
1C. Quarterly Progress Meetings
VHB will participate in up to five (5) quarterly meetings with the DTCI project manager to discuss progress
and next steps. After each meeting, VHB will prepare a brief bulleted summary of highlights and action
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items. The notes will be provided for project team review and records but will not be in a format for public
consumption or those external to the study team attendees.
Task 1 Deliverables/Milestones:
• Kick-off meeting
• Kick-off meeting notes and action items
• Quarterly meetings (5)
• Quarterly meeting notes and action items (5)
• VDOT coordination meetings (2)
• VDOT coordination meeting notes and action items (2)
• Loudoun County briefing presentations and attendance. (no notes assumed)

Task 2 – Data Collection
This task will involve completing the data collection and reduction for the safety, traffic, and operations
data.
2A. Intersection Turning Movement Counts (TMCs)
Quality Counts will collect TMCs using video processing for four (4) weekday hours during the AM and PM
peak periods [eight (8) hours total] for the following intersections.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Charles Town Pike (Route 9) and Cider Mill Road (Route 751)
Charles Town Pike (Route 9) and Stony Point Road (Route 719)
Woodgrove Road (Route 719) and Cider Mill Road (Route 751)/Stony Point Road (Route 719)
Woodgrove Road (Route 719) and Sunny Ridge Road (Route 761)
Woodgrove Road (Route 719) and Allder School Road (Route 711)
Woodgrove Road (Route 719) and Williams Gap Road (Route 711)
Woodgrove Road (Route 719) and Evening Star Drive (Route 1320)

The peak hour counts will include vehicles summarized in two groupings as either passenger car/motorcycle
or heavy vehicle (i.e., not full FHWA classification breakdown) and pedestrians. Count summaries will be
provided in 15-minute period breakdown. This is not every intersection on the corridor, and the
intersections identified are those with existing AADT >200 vpd. Although the counts are being obtained
for intersection #1 and #2 above for the purpose of establishing a baseline information to support traffic
projections, no crash, safety, or operational analyses will be conducted at these intersections.
Video counts will be conducted on an average weekday (Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday) on a day when
Loudoun County schools are in session and not under a delayed opening or early closing schedule. The
eight (8) hours of TMCs will be identified for each peak period (morning and evening) and confirmed with
DTCI before data collection. Video footage for 16 hours will be captured, but eight (8) hours will be
processed for weekday counts.
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2B. Automatic Traffic Recorder (ATR) Data
Quality Counts will obtain bidirectional traffic data (speed, volume, and classification) at up to six (6)
midblock locations along the subject corridors using ATRs. For this project, 48-hour time period on weekday
will be collected and utilized to obtain traffic counts and vehicle travel speeds. Data will be collected in 15minute intervals, that will include bi-directional volume Average Daily Traffic (ADT) counts and vehicle travel
speeds. The counts will include vehicles summarized in two groupings as either passenger car/motorcycle
or heavy vehicle (i.e., not full individual FHWA classification breakdown).
The following mainline corridor segments will be collected.
Mainline Corridor Locations
1) Cider Mill Road (Route 751) – 3,300-ft south of Route 9
2) Stony Point Road (Route 719) – 700-ft north of Honey Locust Lane
3) Woodgrove Road (Route 719) between Sunny Ridge Road (Route 761) and Cider Mill Road (Route
751) (1,000-ft north of Jonella Farm Drive (Route 1343))
4) Woodgrove Road (Route 719) between Allder School Road (Route 711) and Sunny Ridge Road
(Route 761) (200-ft north of Pipestem Drive)
5) Woodgrove Road (Route 719) between Williams Gap Road (Route 711) and Allder School Road
(Route 711) (600-ft north of Williams Gap Road (Route 711))
6) Woodgrove Road (Route 719) between Evening Star Drive (Route 1320) and Williams Gap Road
(Route 711) (900-ft north of Evening Star Drive (Route 1320)).
VHB will use the speed data collected to determine the 85th percentile operating speeds along the corridors.
A formal VDOT speed limit determination study will not be completed as part of this scope of services. This
85th percentile data will be used in the capacity analysis and in evaluating design consistency along the
alignment based on an operating speed profile. Flagged issues in design consistency identify sites with a
potential higher risk of crashes for rural, two-lane roads.
2C. Crash Data
VHB will retrieve crash information for the most recent 5-year period in database format for summary tables
to be included in the reports. VHB will also prepare a request for FR-300 crash reports and obtain and
review those reports from VDOT.
2D. Site Reconnaissance
VHB will obtain drive-through videos of each subject corridor in both directions using a dashboardmounted single-view camera. This will enable desktop reviews of site conditions without having to be in
the field on the constrained roadside. VHB will note areas of constrained conditions and engineering
observations, such as narrow or one-lane bridges, existing signage, presence of guardrail, and changes in
cross section. VHB will also capture presence of turn bays or widened pavement beyond the through
travelway, posted speed limit, and traffic control at each intersection.
2E. Geometric Roadway Data
VHB will obtain from Nearmap LiDAR surface data along each corridor. This will allow VHB to build a bestfit model of the existing corridor using CAD 3D modeling tools. VHB will approximate the centerline and
edge line of each corridor, use the surface data to trace best-fit vertical profiles of those features, then
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generate the 3D model. VHB will then review the model to smooth features such as horizontal curve
superelevation.
The above information will be furnished by Nearmap for use in this study in the form of inputs for the
Design Consistency, Design Policy, and Systemic Safety reviews. Using LiDAR surface data and aerial
photographic data, this will provide estimates of the following physical features and geometric data for
each corridor: edge of pavement, pavement width, horizontal alignment, and vertical profile. These will be
approximated using the applicable technology and will not be survey-level accuracy, but will be appropriate
for the purpose proposed.
Task 2 Deliverables/Milestones:
• The following raw data will be submitted to DTCI if requested. Otherwise, it will be retained for
use in developing deliverables under Task 3. Data summaries under this Task will include:
o Raw intersection TMCs for the AM and PM peak hour
o Raw ATR count and speed data
o Five (5) years of crash data for the corridor.

Task 3 –Data Preparation, Review, and Mapping
VHB will review all collected field data and develop data summaries from information obtained in tasks 2A2E outlined above. VHB will prepare a preliminary crash data summary including key corridor crash statistics
such as crash type, crash severity and corridor crash rate. Corridor crash density maps and crash diagrams
will be developed, summarizing key crash statistics by segment. The crash summaries will be developed at
the corridor level and not include the details of every crash.
Map and data summaries will include the following for all three corridors compiled:
• Traffic data maps:
o Study area of existing traffic conditions including VDOT estimated AADT, speed limit, and
intersection control,
o Intersection and link-level (ATR) counts, peak hour TMCs, and travel speed statistics.
• 2-3-page summary of corridor-wide crash trend tables crash summary map with key statistics by
segment
• Corridor crash density (heat) map with all three corridors shown.
The County’s high-resolution aerial photography and GIS information will be used to form the base
mapping for these summaries.
Task 3 Deliverables/Milestones:
The following set of summary maps will be prepared on 8.5x11 pages. For some summaries, this may mean
the corridor is broken up across multiple pages into a map set. Table summaries may be developed on
11x17 pages based on the size of the data, but attempts will be made to minimize these instances and
maintain 8.5x11.
•

Two sets of traffic data map(s)
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Existing traffic conditions, including AADT book volumes, speed limits, and intersection
control
o Link volumes, speeds, and peak hour intersection TMCs
Two crash summary deliverables:
o Corridor-wide crash trend summary tables
o Corridor crash density (heat) map
o

•

Task 4 – Develop Future Year 2040 Traffic Volumes
The development of the projected traffic volumes will be in accordance with the VDOT Travel Demand
Modeling Policies and Procedures and supplemented by industry standard.
In developing these volumes, VHB will use the most recent approved version of the Loudoun County travel
demand model. It is anticipated that this will be the model reflecting the adopted 2019 Comprehensive
Plan. VHB will review base year and future year link codings for speed and functional class and, if
appropriate, re-run the models. VHB will not perform any recalibration of the model, and adjustments to
land use, zone structure, centroid placement, the transit network, or other model coefficients will not be
made. Additionally, roadway improvements off of the mainline corridors (Woodgrove Road, Stony Point
Road and Cider Mill Road) will be excluded from this forecasting effort.
Given the variability of the existing model volumes to estimated traffic volumes, VHB anticipates that postprocessing of the model volumes will be necessary to forecast future year volumes. VHB will extract absolute
and relative growth of modeled volumes for each forecast year. Additionally, land use data for the
neighboring traffic analysis zones will be reviewed to establish local growth patterns. Historic ADT growth
will also be reviewed. From these sources, VHB will establish growth rates for traffic volumes along the
corridor and use these to estimate future year mainline traffic volumes for the 2040 horizon year. Based on
the mainline volumes, VHB will use industry standard techniques for establishing estimates of intersection
level volumes suitable for use in the subsequent operations analysis.
VHB will develop a summary of traffic growth rates and 2040 projected traffic volumes.
Using the VDOT-approved growth rates, VHB will prepare a summary of traffic volume estimates for 2040,
specifically for the following:
•

•

Mainline ADT estimates:
o Cider Mill Road between Route 9 and Stony Point Road/Woodgrove Road
o Stony Point Road between Route 9 and Cider Mill Road/Woodgrove Road
o Woodgrove Road between Cider Mill Road/Stony Point Road and Sunny Ridge Road
o Woodgrove Road between Sunny Ridge Road and Allder School Road
o Woodgrove Road between Allder School Road and Williams Gap Road
o Woodgrove Road between Williams Gap Road and Evening Star Drive
Intersection peak hour turn movement counts (TMCs) for:
o Woodgrove Road and Cider Mill Road/Stony Point Road
o Woodgrove Road and Williams Gap Road
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o
o
o

Woodgrove Road and Sunny Ridge Road
Woodgrove Road and Allder School Road
Woodgrove Road and Evening Star Drive.

Some of these roadway segments were estimated as part of the Route 9 Corridor Safety & Operational
Study. VHB will discuss with the county a comparison of those previous estimates to the new outcome
based on newer count data. Additionally, each segment above will not have a separate growth rate; rather,
some may have the same growth rate and but applied separately to each segment, based on the model
links.
Task 4 Deliverables/Milestones:
• Technical memorandum summarizing the methodology and proposed growth rates for 2022 to
2040.
• VDOT approval of growth rates.
• Projected mainline and turn movement traffic volumes for 2040 “no-build” conditions.

Task 5 – Existing and Year 2040 Operations Analysis
For the six mainline roadway segments and five intersections, operational performance will be estimated
for years 2022 and 2040.
For the six mainline segments identified in Task 4 above, VHB will analyze operations applying the Highway
Capacity Manual Methodology, as outlined in TOSAM 2.0, using Highway Capacity Software (HCS7) Version
7.96. This will be performed for the AM and PM peak hour conditions for 2022 and 2040.
•

•

Mainline pavement width varies along the corridors. HCM is limited to roadway cross sections no
less than 18-ft in width. There will be some areas of the corridor that have short segments narrower
than this width. VHB will evaluate the information gained in Task 2E to assess the appropriateness
of the method and make note where certain cross sectional elements may vary.
Measured free-flow speed is required pursuant to VDOT’s TOSAM. The speed measured in spot
locations as part of Task 2A, may not represent free-flow speed for the entire segment. We will
assess whether it is more appropriate to use an assumed free flow speed 7 mph above the posted
speed limit or base the estimated free flow speed using speed data collected.

For the five intersections identified in Task 4 above, VHB will analyze operations using Synchro Two-Way
Stop Control HCM Module to analyze stop-controlled intersection(s).
VHB will determine and summarize the operational measures of effectiveness (MOEs) for the existing 2022
and future 2040 conditions for the AM and PM peak hour period. Operational results will be complied into
a set of figures and tables.

Task 6 – Systemic Safety Assessment
The purpose of this task is to perform a risk-based review of the corridors. Consistent with both systemic
safety practices and the Safe System approach, VHB will focus the review of risk factors on those applicable
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to the crash types most likely to lead to more serious injuries due to differences in vehicle directions, speeds,
and vulnerability in a crash. These include roadway departure, including run-off-road fixed object and
rollover, opposite direction/head-on, angle/broadside at intersections, and crashes involving nonmotorized
users. VHB will consider risk factors identified by the Virginia Transportation Research Council in their
Development of a Systemic Safety Improvement Plan for Two-Lane Rural Roads in Virginia. VHB will also
consider key risk factors for similar roads documented in national literature and safety planning documents.
Using FHWA’s Safe System for Intersections (SSI) method, VHB will also assess the change in Safe Systembased metrics from current conditions to 2040 for the intersections with available volume information. The
SSI method incorporates Safe System concepts of conflict point identification and classification, exposure,
kinetic energy transfer, conflict point severity, and intersection movement complexity. Application of the
SSI method results in multiple measures of effectiveness and a set of SSI scores that characterize the extent
to which an intersection in a given context aligns with Safe System principles for reducing the chances of
fatal and serious injury crashes.
The outcome of this task will be the identification of locations on the three corridors where multiple risk
factors are present and the identification of the appropriate countermeasures to address the crash risk.
Deliverables and Milestones
• Brief memorandum summarizing risk factors and map-based view of combined risk factors.
• Other details and information gained from this task will be used in Task 8.

Task 7 – Geometric Design Assessment for Safety Performance
Guided by performance-based design principles, VHB will take a multi-faceted review of the geometric
design of the corridors, primarily using the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM). The first
review will be a nominal comparison of the existing features of the corridor with design policy and best
practices, including the Green Book, Guidelines for Geometric Design of Low-Volume Roads, and the VDOT
Road Design Manual. This review will identify features which are different than existing design criteria or
guideline recommendations for the defined facility type with the proposed traffic volume. IHSDM will
provide an available sight profile that will identify minimum available sight distance based on horizontal
and vertical sight obstructions. Combining available sight distance with information on horizontal curve
radii and superelevation, VHB will construct an inferred design speed plot. Inferred design speed is the
maximum speed for which all critical design-speed-related criteria are met at a particular location.
Inconsistencies between the anticipated or target operating speed and inferred design speed provides an
additional potential risk factor for the systemic analysis, particularly where inferred design speed is less than
the anticipated or target operating speed.
The second review will be a geometric design consistency review based on operating speed profiles using
the IHSDM. The design consistency review will “flag” locations where geometric elements lead to large
differences between target operating speed and likely actual operating speed. The design consistency
review will also “flag” large changes in 85th percentile speeds from tangents to horizontal curves. Research
as shown that these tangent-to-curve speed differentials are linked to driver expectancy and safety
performance, especially the frequency of roadway departure crashes. Again, flagged locations provides an
additional indicator of risk for the systemic safety analysis.
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The outcome of this assessment will include identification of potential problem locations along the corridors
that would benefit from improvements, such as horizontal or vertical curve flattening, pavement widening,
or low-cost safety countermeasures such as delineators warning of those issues.
Deliverables and Milestones
• No formal deliverables are envisioned. The information gained from this task will be used in Task
8.

Task 8 – Evaluate Short- and Long-Term Improvements
The purpose of this task is to identify short- and long-term improvements based on the assessments
described in Tasks 5-7. These improvements will focus on:
• Short-term improvements that address crash risk as identified from similar two-lane rural
roadways (e.g., signs, markings, rumble strips, vegetation clearing)
• Long-term improvements that would involve roadway geometric and roadside improvements
(e.g., curve flattening, spot lane widening, turn lanes, intersection realignments, bridge
improvements).
Where Tasks 5-7 identified potential countermeasures and improvements, this Task 8 will evaluate feasibility
through additional analysis and engineering examination. VHB will:
•

•

•

Examine existing roadway and roadside conditions to assess feasibility of short-term
countermeasures, such as available R/W for proposed chevron sign panels, available pavement
width as it relates to engineering feasibility of certain types of linear pavement markings, roadside
space for additional paving to accommodate rumble strips, etc. These planning-level assessments
will be performed using estimated conditions from video and desktop imagery and not field
measurements. The assessments will be performed at only those locations identified in Task 7.
Perform operational and Safe System-based analysis (SSI Method) of intersection configurations
for up to three intersections, including analysis of 2040 AM and PM peak hour volumes for up to
three configurations for each intersection.
Develop conceptual layouts for recommended long-term improvements for up to four spot
locations. This could include curve flattening with tie-in to existing alignment, intersection
realignment, turn lane additions, others.

A formal VJuST analysis or Intersection Control Evaluation (ICE) is not envisioned as part of this planning
study, as it is anticipated that the context of the rural roadways will limit the viable and reasonable
improvement options that can be assessed directly through the operations analysis. Similarly, turn lane
warrant analysis for submittal to VDOT for approval for design is also not included. However, warrant
thresholds will be applied as a screening measure for the purpose of evaluating turn lanes.
VHB will document the proposed improvements.
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•

•

The short-term improvements will be graphically shown on a corridor map using icons and
symbols.
o PowerPoint slides showing images with examples of these improvements in certain
locations is also envisioned to support meeting discussions.
The long-term improvements will be graphically shown on a corridor map using icons/symbols
and also conceptually sketched over aerial photography where available for up to four spot
locations.

One of the VDOT coordination meetings (from Task 1D) is envisioned here to review and confirm
endorsement of recommendations.
Deliverables & Milestones
• Summary of proposed improvements
• Map of short-term improvements
• Map of long-term improvements
• Concept sketches of long-term improvements at four spot locations.

Task 9 – Stakeholder and Community Engagement
9A. Technical Stakeholder Engagement
Up to two (2) technical stakeholder meetings are assumed during the study, and VHB will plan and facilitate
these meetings. For these meetings, it is anticipated that the presentation-quality graphics prepared
throughout the course of the project will be presented and VHB will lead a roundtable discussion.
Anticipated technical stakeholders include but are not limited to: Loudoun County Fire and Rescue, Loudoun
County Public Schools, Loudoun County Sherriff’s Office, among others. It is anticipated that one of the
meetings would take place following Task 5 to present existing conditions information and estimated traffic
projections, and the second meeting will be scheduled at some point during Task 8 when future 2040
alternatives are being evaluated.
9B. Public Information Meeting (PIM)
Following completion of Task 8, but prior to finalizing the recommendation, a Public Information Meeting
will be held, where the project background, findings, and alternatives will be presented for input from the
public. For this meeting a slide deck will be prepared summarizing the nature of the roadway network
changes and impact on Belmont Ridge Road, alternatives evaluated, and findings. Maps prepared as part
of other tasks will also be provided for advance material. For the purpose of this scope and fee, the meeting
is assumed to be virtual.
9C. VDOT Coordination Meetings
VHB will participate in up to two (2) meetings with VDOT throughout the project life cycle to discuss analysis
approach, gain concurrence on a specific topic, and/or receive feedback with proposed recommendations
and study findings. Within the Schedule section of this scope, VHB has included 30-day technical review
times for receipt of comments associated with all VDOT submittals.
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9D. Loudoun County Briefings
VHB will participate in up to one (1) briefing with DTCI leadership and two (2) briefings with the County
District Supervisors and/or their Aides. For these briefings, it is anticipated that the presentation-quality
graphics prepared throughout the course of the project will be presented and VHB will assist DTCI in
facilitating a roundtable discussion. One preparation meeting with DTCI is assumed in advance of each of
the three meetings.
9E. Board of Supervisors Meeting
VHB will appear at one (1) Board of Supervisor meetings to present study findings. It is assumed that the
report would serve as the material for the Board Item and a brief presentation will be prepared. Two (2)
meetings with Loudoun County staff are assumed to prepare for the Board meeting.
Task 9 Milestones/Deliverables
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholder meeting slides and attendance
Stakeholder meeting notes and action items
PIM meeting slides and attendance
PIM meeting summary and Q&A document
VDOT coordination meeting slides and attendance
VDOT meeting notes
DTCI Leadership and District Supervisor briefings slides and attendance (no meeting notes
assumed)
Board of Supervisor meeting slides and attendance.

Task 10 – Report & Planning-Level Cost Estimate
A report will be prepared as a single document that contains the data, analysis, findings, and
recommendations from Tasks 2-9. The report will primarily consist of graphics and figures with any detailed
technical analyses included as Attachments. VHB will electronically submit to Loudoun County a PDF version
of the document. After Loudoun County’s review, VHB will incorporate revisions to the report per DTCI’s
comments. Thereafter the report (minus the cost estimate) will be submitted for VDOT review. The report
will be revised based on VDOT comments and resubmitted as final along with the final cost estimate
information.
VHB will develop an opinion of probable cost for the short- and long-term recommendations. This probable
cost will be based on a combination of sources including but not limited to: VDOT’s PCES, VDOT historic
data adjusted for Northern Virginia, VDOT TMPD Planning Level cost estimate tool, and RS Means. This will
also include an estimate for right of way acquisition and potential utility relocation, as a percentage of
overall costs, and not detailed to specific utilities or acreage/cost of land. VHB will use these to establish a
baseline cost that will be brought to a meeting with DTCI in order to obtain concurrence on the developed
cost estimate. VHB will meet collaboratively with the DTCI study team and PMO to review estimates,
assumptions, and process. Use of the VDOT formal cost estimate workbook is not assumed at this planning
stage.
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Task 10 Milestones/Deliverables
• Draft opinions of probable costs for the final recommended short-term and long-term
improvements
• Meeting with DTCI study and PMO staff to discuss and review cost estimates
• Final opinion of probable costs.
• Draft Report for DTCI review
• Revised Draft Report per DTCI comments (for submittal to VDOT)
• Response to VDOT comments
• Revised/Final Report (with cost estimate added and other county-specific content not necessary
for VDOT review)

SUMMARY OF OPTIONAL SERVICES
The VHB team will be available to provide any additional services to support the County staff beyond the
Base Services described under Tasks 1 through 10. The additional optional services may include, but are
not limited to: additional traffic counts, additional meetings (DTCI, stakeholder or community), additional
documentation, more extensive safety or operations analysis such as more sophisticated microsimulation
software than assumed, among others. The optional budget available for these services will be limited to
$40,000 and may only be used with direction and approval from DTCI following concurrence of the need
for the services and appropriate costs..

ASSUMPTIONS AND EXCLUSIONS
This section summarizes assumptions and exclusions to this scope of work. Specifically, these are
assumptions and exclusions for the purposes of the Base Scope of Services. Should DTCI require VHB’s
assistance with these services and Optional Services budget is made available, VHB would do so with the
County’s approval.
•

For the purpose of this scope and fee, VHB assumes that any decision to halt data collection would
be made prior to the date on which personnel would be mobilized for the given data collection
week. If weather or other major events impact data collection after the devices are already in place
and data collection is underway, the base fee does not include costs or labor for shutting down the
operation and going back out to re-initiate and collect the data at a later date.

•

Prioritization of various individual components of the corridor-wide improvements is not included.

•

This scope and fee are based on guidelines and requirements in VDOT documents (e.g., the Road
Design Manual, TOSAM, etc.), specifically the versions of publications in effect as of the date this
proposal is submitted. Applying any changes to those guidelines and requirements that impact the
fee as submitted may require additional budget beyond that proposed herein or use of the Optional
budget.

•

A formal speed limit study for the purpose of determining the appropriate posted speed limit and
assessment of through truck restrictions are not included in this scope and fee. Any potential speed
study findings from VDOT shared with the County team will be considered and incorporated in
documents as appropriate for relaying to the public in a holistic manner with other improvements.

•

Field measurements of intersection or stopping sight distance is not included in the Base Services.
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•

No final design plans are assumed for the purposes of this study, only conceptual level drawings
will be developed on aerial photo base mapping.

•

No off-roadway improvements beyond the study corridors will be analyzed.

•

Additional future roadway improvements off the corridor (e.g., major side streets) – beyond those
already incorporated in the 2040 CTP – will not be included in the modeling or forecasting effort.

•

VHB will not perform any recalibration of the travel demand model, and adjustments to land use,
zone structure, centroid placement, the transit network, or other model coefficients will not be
made.

•

Future development or redevelopment within the study area that is not already included in the
Loudoun County 2019 Comprehensive Plan and/or travel demand model will not be separately
analyzed or incorporated in future traffic volume forecasting.

•

Due to the time frame of this study, assumptions were made regarding in-person vs. virtual
meetings. For the purpose of the cost estimate, the briefings and public information meeting were
assumed to be virtual.

SCHEDULE
The table below provides an estimated schedule for time to completion of these tasks, based on a date of
Notice to Proceed of May 1, 2022. An updated and more detailed schedule will be prepared upon notice to
proceed, which will demonstrate the concurrent task activities. It is important to note that timing and
scheduling of meetings involving participants outside of DTCI will play a key role in this schedule.
Adjustments may be necessary and will be communicated, with the project schedule updated throughout
the study duration.
The time for County or VDOT review are beyond VHB’s control. Data collection, site visits, and field meetings
may be affected by inclement weather conditions and DTCI will be notified if such conditions impact the
schedule. Optional tasks would be completed on an as-needed basis and could impact schedule, which will
also be conveyed to DTCI. The schedule for the Optional Tasks would be agreed upon with the Loudoun
County Project Manager at the beginning of each Optional Task. VHB will not begin work on the Optional
Tasks unless directed by the County.
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Estimated Schedule
*If Notice to Proceed is granted during the summer (i.e., months during which data collection is not feasible),
schedule will be based on earliest field data collection feasibility date.
Task Complete
Task 1. Kickoff, Project Management, Meetings

Time (Weeks) from Approval
of this Agreement *
Kick-off within 2 weeks of NTP
PM & Meetings Throughout

Task 2. Data Collection (NOTE: Field data collection must be complete
prior to May 20, 2022.

8

Task 3. Data Preparation, Review, and Mapping

12

Task 4. Develop Future Year Traffic Volumes (Including VDOT Review)

20

Task 5. Operations Analysis of Existing Conditions and Year 2040

24

Task 6. Systemic Safety Assessment

24

Task 7. Geometric Design Assessment for Safety Performance

24

Task 8. Evaluate Short- and Long-Term Improvements

28

Task 9. Stakeholder and Community Engagement
Task 10. Technical Report and Opinion of Probable Cost (including DTCI
and VDOT Review Time)

Throughout
54*

PROPOSED STAFFING, ESTIMATED LABOR AND COSTS
For this task order, Michelle Cavucci is proposed as Project Manager (PM). She will be supported by
Technical Task Leadership for specific assignments. VHB estimates the cost to be $423,808 for the Base
Services, plus additional $40,000 to be available for Optional Services. This sums to a total cost of $463,808.
It is assumed that services will be billed on a lump sum basis and are not bound by the individual task and
subtask cost estimates. Optional services will only be performed at the direction of DTCI and any associated
costs and scope will be discussed and approved in advance of using the Optional Budget.
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Executive Summary
Study Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the traffic operations and safety of both existing roadway conditions
and estimated future traffic conditions and to recommend improvement alternatives along approximately
13 miles of Charles Town Pike (Route 9) from the West
Virginia Border to Route 7.

The outcome of this effort was a vision and plan for the
future of the corridor, which includes recommendations
that consider the traffic and safety needs of the corridor, as well as improvements that meet the priorities
of the community and are contextually appropriate for
the corridor.

To meet this goal, the study included technical activities such as data collection, operations analysis, safety
assessments, traffic forecasting of future year volumes,
identification and assessment of alternatives, and recommendations for improvements. The technical analyses
were complemented by a robust public, stakeholder,
and partner agency outreach component of the study.

This executive summary provides a condensed summary
of the study process, analyses, findings, and recommended improvement alternatives. Additional detail is
provided in the Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational
Study Final Report, which can be accessed on the study’s
webpage loudoun.gov/route9.

PUBLIC INPUT
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Route 9 facing west toward the Blue Ridge Mountains.

Route 9 looking west at Clarkes Gap Road in Paeonian Springs.

The Route 9 Corridor
Route 9 is a vibrant and scenic two-lane rural corridor
in northwest Loudoun County. The corridor serves the
local community and attracts visitors to its many destinations such as vineyards, breweries and cideries, bed and
breakfast establishments, stores, and other agricultural
businesses, as well as schools and religious gathering
places. Identified as a primary roadway and minor arterial roadway, the Route 9 corridor also serves commuter
traffic, primarily traveling from West Virginia and Maryland
to/from the employment centers to the east around the
Washington DC Metropolitan area. The Town of Hillsboro
is positioned prominently along the corridor as a historic
and cultural asset.
Figure 1 illustrates the study corridor and highlights the
surrounding land uses and attractions.

3

Executive Summary

Route 9 is a bucolic corridor that is known for its natural
resources and scenic beauty, which draw visitors and
county residents to the corridor. The rural character of
the corridor is revered and cherished by the community,
and the roadway complements adjacent land uses, which
include low-density residential, farms, agrotourism businesses, and local/rural retail type establishments, among
others. The rural character and surrounding context were
important factors in the selection of alternative improvements and final recommendations of this study.
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Study Process
To meet these goals, the study combined technical traffic operations and safety analysis findings with closely
aligned stakeholder engagement at key points, including
partner agency feedback, public input meetings with
outreach
Figure
5 surveys, and focus group workshops.
TRAFFIC OPERATIONS & SAFETY ANALYSIS FINDINGS

Figure 2 demonstrates how the various inputs from these
engagement activities informed the process with the technical activities and carried through to the development
and evaluation of improvement concepts.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH FEEDBACK

1

Data was collected and summarized.

Focus group meeting was conducted to share highlights of
data findings and to receive input from the focus group on
challenges along Route 9 and their vision for the corridor.

2

Existing safety and operations conditions were
established through technical analysis to identify
problems that need to be addressed and to augment
the challenges identified by the focus group.

Public input meeting was held to introduce the study
and obtain feedback on existing corridor challenges.
A survey was distributed to gather specific insights on
priorities and problem locations on the corridor.

3

Short-term improvements were identified
to address existing safety challenges
on the corridor.

4

5

Traffic forecasts were initiated for future year
analysis (year 2030 and 2040).

Long-range (year 2040) corridor improvement
concept alternatives were developed to improve
safety and operations on Route 9, along
with recommendations for the location a future
shared use path.

6

Alternatives were analyzed in terms of their
operational and safety benefit, as well as
qualitatively compared, to narrow down
the alternatives to two more promising
corridor concepts.

7

Proposed improvements were refined based on
public and focus group input.

8

Meetings were conducted with partner agencies to
understand their interests, challenges along the corridor,
and the impact of potential improvement alternatives.

Focus group meeting was conducted to review the two
proposed long-term corridor concept alternatives, along
with recommendations for the location of a future shared
use path, and to receive feedback.
Public input meeting was conducted to share the
alternatives and the shared use path recommendations,
and to capture feedback. A survey was distributed to seek
specific preferences on the long-term alternatives and
shared use path.

Focus group meeting was conducted to share the
results of the public input meeting survey and the
recommended improvements for Route 9.

A plan was prepared including recommended short-term, mid-term, and long-term improvements,
along with cost estimates to support future decisions by the Board of Supervisors.

Figure 2. Study Process
5

Focus group meeting was conducted to share findings
from the existing conditions analysis, results of the
public input survey, and initial findings from the
traffic forecasting.
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From this process, the following outcomes were achieved:
» Low-Cost, Easily Implementable, Short-term
Improvements to address safety problems at hot
spots along the corridor. These include traffic control
devices, such as signs, markings, and flashing warning
beacons, which traditionally do not require right-of-way
or need extensive project schedules.
» Prioritized Set of Mid-term and Long-term Improvements to address congestion and safety issues and
prepare Route 9 for changes in travel patterns and
future traffic volumes. These improvements include
turn lanes, law enforcement areas, and intersection
improvements. These types of enhancements will
require the more extensive engineering project schedules including right-of-way and utility relocation.
The result is a roadmap for the future for Route 9, which
was created through a unified vision of the focus group
and priorities of the public, with consensus fostered along
the way through public and stakeholder engagement.

Focus Group and
Public Input Meetings
Focus Group
The Route 9 Focus Group consisted of stakeholders
along the corridor that represented diverse interests
including civic organizations, communities and neighborhoods, businesses, and environmental/heritage groups.
The focus group was formed in January 2020 and
consisted of representatives from the following groups:
» Beacon Hill Home Owners Association
» Bed & Breakfast Guild
» Birch Hollow Home Owners Association
» Coalition of Loudoun Towns
» Greater Hillsboro Business Alliance
» Hillsboro Charter Academy
» Loudoun County Brewers Association
» Loudoun County Preservation and
Conservation Coalition
» Loudoun Valley Church of the Nazarene
» Loudoun Wineries Association
» Piedmont Environmental Council
» Rural Economic Development Council
» Saratoga Homeowners Association
» Save Rural Loudoun
» Shell Gas Station in Paeonian Springs
» Sweet Springs Country Store
» Town of Hillsboro
» Village of Paeonian Springs
» Western Loudoun Residents

6
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First Route 9 focus group meeting conducted in person on February 13, 2020.

The focus group participation was critical to the success
of the public outreach activities, as focus group members
readily shared their perspectives and prepared the study
team to receive and respond to community concerns and
questions. The focus group insights and opinions also
helped to shape the improvement alternatives. Their
ideas, thoughts, concerns, and questions were a valuable component to this process.

Public Input Meetings
Broader public input was sought at two key milestones
during the study process, with the intent to leverage the
community input to help shape next steps and decisions
in the study. The two milestones and meeting content are
summarized in subsequent sections.

7
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Meeting 1: The purpose of this public input meeting was
to introduce the study, summarize findings from the data
collected, obtain feedback on challenges at specific locations along the corridor, and understand the community
priorities—identifying the issues that matter to them most
as the study advanced.
Meeting 2: The intent of the second public input meeting was to present proposed long-term (year 2040)
corridor improvement alternatives and shared use path
recommendations, and to receive feedback as to the
community’s preferences. This input informed the final
recommendations for the study.

Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational Study

Vision and Priorities for
the Corridor
The Focus Group identified a vision for the corridor by
providing their preferred description of the Route 9 corridor of the future. They provided visionary words such as
bucolic, peaceful, romantic back country road, scenic,
and a rural experience, while also emphasizing safety
Figure 3
and efficiency. One focus group member conveyed what
concisely captured the voice of many by saying, “sustain
the beauty, focus on safety.”
Smoother

Figure
3
process

Sustain the beauty,
focus on safety

Effective, local,
beautiful

A joy to
travel

This focus group vision
Smoother
process
Useable,
consistent, safe

Sustain the beauty,
Effective, local,
A joy to
byway that remains
focus on safety A Virginia Scenic
beautiful
travel
scenic, offering a pleasurable
Peaceful
rural experience to drivers, residents,
destination
and visitors

Useable,
Peaceful
Everythingsafe
must change
so
consistent,
destination
that everything can remain
the same – try new things to
keep it bucolic
Everything must change so
that everything can remain
the same – try new things to
keep it bucolic

A Virginia Scenic byway that remains
scenic, offering a pleasurable
Scenic
Route so
Romantic
ruralRural
experience
to drivers, residents,
motorist leaving Route
7
back
and visitors
know they are entering a
country
beautiful route
road
Scenic Rural Route so
motorist leaving Route 7
know they are entering a
beautiful route

Romantic
back
country
road

summarized in Figure 3
was reinforced by
the community at the first
Public Input Meeting.
At this meeting, a survey
was distributed to better
understand the priorities
of the community when
it came to improvements
on Route 9. Safety and
Rural Character rose to the
top of those priorities as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Route 9 Focus Group Vision for the Future of Route 9

Figure 4

Priority Rankings
Figure 4
Clear
preference
for Safety and
Suggests most
Priority
Rankings
Rural
Character
respondents
want some action
taken to improve
SafetyClear
mostpreference
often
for Rural
SafetyCharacter
and
Suggests
most
conditions
on
selected
as
a
priority
ranked
as
top priority
Rural
Character
respondents
Route 9
by
respondents
more
often
want some action
taken to improve
Safety
most
often
Rural
Character
Figure
4. Response
#1 in
Public
Input Meeting
Survey
conditions
on to Question
selected as a priority
ranked as top priority
Route 9
by respondents
more often
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These priorities and
the focus group vision
remained top of mind
in the identification of
improvement alternatives
and the evaluation
of alternatives for
determination of final
recommendations.

Crash severities were summarized in this analysis as noted by the KABCO
K = Fatal Injury, A = Ambulatory Injury, B = Visible Injury, C = Non-visible Inju

Table 2
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Figure 5 illustrates the percentages of crashes by type
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Figure 7
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Figure 5. Route 9 Crash Types
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Crashes are classified by severity of injuries as follows: K = Fatal Injury, A = Abmulatory Injury, B = Visible Injury, C = Non-visible injury,
and O = Property Damage Only.
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Operations Analysis
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In May 2019 the study team obtained traffic data including mainline traffic counts, turn movement counts at key
intersections, speeds, queues, and travel times. In order
to quantify the operational performance of the corridor,
traffic operations simulation analysis was conducted for
the AM and PM peak hours.

Clarkes Gap Rd

The study team performed a detailed field safety assessment including coordination with law enforcement. The
result of the crash data analysis and field safety assessment was a set of countermeasure recommendations for
each hot spot location that address identified contributing crash factors.
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5. Route 9 between Simpson Circle (Route 662) Northwest Intersection & Clarkes Gap Road (Route 662)
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4. Route 9 at Hamilton Station Road (Route 704)

Based on the existing conditions analysis, improvements
were identified to address safety and functional roadway
needs. Recommended short-term improvements include
low-cost, easily implementable countermeasures such
as signs, pavement markings, flashing warning beacons,
delineators, and centerline rumble strips. Mid-term
improvements were identified based on existing conditions data to improve operations and safety along the
corridor. These were identified as part of the same analysis and process as the short-term improvements, but
these mid-term improvements will take longer to implement due to the more extensive roadway design and
construction, as well as right-of-way required. Mid-term
improvements include turn lanes and law enforcement
pull-off areas.

m

3. Route 9 at Harpers Ferry Road (Route 671)
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2. Route 9, curve East of Sagle Road (Route 687)
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1. Route 9 between Shady Lane (Privately Maintained)
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The five hot spot locations are:

Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational Study

To address these operational challenges, corridor
improvement concepts were developed, screened,
and assessed for viability. Both safety and operations
were considered in the quantitative comparison of the
two alternatives, along with other qualitative factors
and public input to conclude on a preferred corridor
concept for 2040.
The purpose of this phase of the study is to examine
the longer-term future needs of the corridor and answer
the question

“To accommodate estimated traffic in the
year 2040, what does the Route 9 corridor
need to look like and how do we meet those
transportation needs in a way that
further enhances safety and the rural character
of the corridor?”
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Several of the challenges that exist on the corridor at
the time of this study are projected to worsen as
volumes increase on the corridor and the intersecting
roadways over time.
Long-Term Corridor Challenges to Address
with Corridor Concept Alternatives
Operational Challenges

In the absence of additional improvements beyond those
already funded and programmed to be implemented
along the corridor, Route 9 operations will continue to
worsen in the future, particularly on the east and west
ends of the corridor. By year 2040, improvements are
planned and assumed along Route 7, including capacity enhancements, which will attract more drivers to the
Route 7 corridor, some of which will still access Route 9
using north-south roadways at the western end of the
corridor. Traffic is still estimated to grow on Route 9. With
the increase in traffic and in the absence of other improvements on Route 9, queues will still be extensive in the
AM peak period in the eastbound direction approaching Harpers Ferry Road and Hamilton Station Road, and
southbound on Clarks Gap Road. In the PM peak period,
in the westbound direction queue lengths will continue to
increase particularly approaching the Town of Hillsboro
and at other key signalized intersections.

Long-Term Corridor Challenges
to Address (Year 2040)

Excessive delays during peak commuting periods
Long rolling queues at major intersections
Intersections with increased side street volumes
that would benefit from new intersection
control and/or new turn lanes where they don’t
exist currently.
Rear-end crashes are particularly prominent
in the queues along the corridor, caused by
congestion and slowing vehicles on approach
to intersections

Safety Challenges

Long-Term (Year 2040)
Corridor Needs and
Concept Alternatives

Angle crashes at the intersections, including
those intersections already operating with
signal control but without turn bays or turn
signal phases (i.e., no left-turn arrow during
which the turning traffic has the right-of-way).
Variations in travel speeds as traffic comes to a
stop at signalized intersections then accelerates
between intersections at higher speeds before
coming to the back of the queue at the next
downstream intersection

Improvements that reduce congestion and
queuing would have a positive impact on
the rear end crash problem. Similarly, intersection improvements that improve turning
movement operation or eliminate conflicting
movements would help address the angle
crashes. Lastly, new intersection control or
configurations at existing intersections with
stop control on the side street(s) would enhance access along the corridor.

Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational Study

Developing Alternatives

That analysis resulted in Alternative A, which includes
minor improvements such as turn lanes and signal
enhancements at intersections. When those conditions
still resulted in operations challenges, additional improvements were layered upward to include more extensive
intersection improvements, which evolved into Alternative
B. Alternative B includes roundabouts at multiple intersections, other improvements on the east end of the corridor
plus improvements in the area of Hillsboro.

In developing improvement concepts, the study team
considered what was shared from the first public input
survey and from the focus group to help shape the
improvements. Sentiments such as the desire for maintaining the corridor’s prominence in the community and
wanting the solutions to be compatible with the natural
context were all priorities in the approach to identifying
concepts. In addition to addressing safety and operations, the improvements were developed in an effort to
provide improvement through less intrusive strategies
in order to enhance rural character.

The evaluation leading up to this point considered the
effect that various improvements would have on operations, safety, access, public interest (i.e., addressing problem areas identified by the focus group and the public),
cost, impacts to right-of-way, and impacts to environmental/cultural resources. These two corridor concept alternatives were deemed the most appropriate for further
consideration and they present a range of options.

Considering all of these factors, the study team started
with the most minimal improvements to see whether the
operations and congestion levels could improve with the
smallest level of improvements.
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Evaluation of
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Concept Alternatives
Operational Performance
Figures 8 and 9 summarize the operational performance
of the 2040 No-Build condition compared to both Alternative A and B. The morning peak hour has the greatest
challenges on the corridor. During that period in the peak
direction, Alternative B with the roundabouts revealed
a much shorter travel time compared to Alternative A.
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Queueing is where the most difference is observed
between the two alternatives. Traffic signals in Alternative A are estimated to result in long queues with the
increase in traffic by year 2040, where there is negligible
queueing with the roundabouts in Alternative B.
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Traffic Analysis - Western Section - West VA to West of Berlin Turnpike
Route 9 Corridor, Loudoun County, VA
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Figure 8. Estimated Operational Performance Comparison of Long-Term (Year 2040) Alternatives –
Western Half of Corridor
Traffic Analysis - Eastern Section - Berlin Turnpike to Simpson Circle
Route 9 Corridor, Loudoun County, VA
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Safety Performance
A future conditions safety analysis was conducted to
compare the estimated crash frequency reduction for
the future 2040 No Build condition compared to both
Alternative A and Alternative B.
The short-term and mid-term improvements in addition
to programmed improvements being implemented
between 2019 and 2040, are estimated to result in
a 10% reduction in crashes across the entire corridor. Improvements in Alternative B provide approximately twice the benefit of estimated crash reduction
compared to Alternative A.

Evaluation of Alternatives
The two long-term alternatives were assessed across a
variety of quantitative and qualitative criteria, to support
decision-making toward a recommended long-term
corridor improvement concept. Below are summaries
of the outcomes from this evaluation for each criterion:
» Public Interest – For this criterion, each alternative
was compared against the list of problem locations
identified by the public and the focus group, and the
number of issues/locations addressed by that alternative were summed. Alternative B addressed more of
those problem locations.
» Traffic Operations – Alternative A with traffic signals
results in long queues, some extending over 1 mile,
as well as longer travel time, compared to Alternative
B, which eliminates most of the queuing and reduces
travel time.
» Safety – From a safety perspective, Alternative B
has almost twice the benefit of anticipated reduction in crashes compared to Alternative A. It also
reduces conflict points at intersections and queues,
thereby addressing both of the main crash problems
along the corridor.
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» Access – In terms of access to and from Route 9,
the survey responses that were specific to access
concerns were reviewed, and the number of concerns
addressed by each alternative were totalled. Additionally other quantitative data was taken into
consideration such as the operations analysis that
demonstrates that there would be more delays to vehicles accessing Route 9 to and from the side streets at
the signals compared to the access with Alternative
B and the roundabouts.
» Right-of-Way – Potential impacts to right-of-way and
property were also assessed. Alternative B requires
more land for the footprint of the roundabouts compared
to the land needs for the expanded signalized intersections in Alternative A. It is important to note that these
conclusions are drawn based on assumptions, and
future preliminary engineering and design would be
needed to assess these decisions with more certainty.
» Environmental/Natural Resources – Alternative
B includes improvements that come with greater
impacts to environmental and natural resources,
such as the floodplain at Mountain Road. Additionally,
roundabouts bring more impervious area with more
pavement and impacts to surrounding natural environment due to the roundabout footprint compared to a
signalized intersection. However, it is also important to
recognize that Alternative B offers a positive environmental impact with reduced congestion and emissions.
» Rural and Scenic Character – In terms of rural character and enhancing the natural and scenic beauty, the
more opportunities for such enhancement are envisioned with the roundabout concepts in Alternative B
compared to signalized intersections in Alternative A.
It should be noted that the signalized intersections in
Alternative A would be larger than the ones in place
today to accommodate the recommended turn lanes
and other safety improvements.

Route 9 Corridor Safety and Operational Study

Public Input on Long-Term
Corridor Concept Alternatives
As part of the second public input meeting, a survey specifically asked for public input as to the preference between
Alternative A and Alternative B. The first question asked
respondents to select the alternative concept that best
represented their preference for the future (year 2040)
configuration of the Route 9 corridor. Sixty-four percent
of respondents supported Alternative B with roundabouts.
Preferred Long-Term Corridor Improvement Concept
Based on a combination of the following considerations,
the study team recommends Alternative B as the corridor
improvement concept that would best support Route 9
in year 2040 for the following reasons:
» Public input that established priorities for the assessment
criteria and the preference between alternatives and
indicate that Alternative B is preferred over Alternative A.

» Focus group feedback that supports roundabouts that
allow the corridor to function at acceptable operational
performance and enhanced safety performance, with
no Route 9 capacity widening needed.
» Operations analysis results that demonstrate Alternative B is superior to Alternative A for reducing queues
and travel times.
» Safety benefits of Alternative B over Alternative A, such
as the reduced congestion that is currently causing rearend crashes (most common crash type corridor-wide)
and roundabouts that will prevent the angle crashes
(second most common crash type corridor-wide). Additionally, Alternative B is estimated to have approximately
twice the crash reduction compared to Alternative A.
» Qualitative evaluation of key criteria as summarized in
the previous section.

Figure 51
Q1: Route 9 Alternatives Preference
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Prioritized Long-Term Corridor
Improvements
The proposed long-term (year 2040) corridor improvements address safety and operational improvements at
intersections along the corridor as well as more enhancements in the area of Hillsboro and on the east end of the
corridor for lane continuity. The improvements individually
would advance the preferred alternative recommended.
It is important to note that the proposed improvements
and estimated costs in the report are based on concepts
at this time. Should any of these projects be approved
and funded, further engineering and analysis would be
required to support the recommendations prior to pursuing design and construction

Prioritization of Recommended
Long-Term Improvements
Priority No.
1

2

3

4

5
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Shared Use Path
The Adopted Loudoun County 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan (CTP) designates the ultimate cross section
for Route 9 to include a 10-foot-wide shared use path on
one side of the roadway. The study team performed a
planning-level assessment to identify the optimal side
of Route 9 for the shared use path. Figure 11 illustrates a
map of the draft recommendations for the shared use path.
Future shared use path users are expected to include
families with children, visitors to the region who might be
unfamiliar with local roads and alternate routes, Appalachian Trail hikers, and bicyclists at a variety of skill
levels. Future intersection configurations along Route
9 will evolve over time and intersection alternatives are
also being presented as part of this study. However, the
decision as to which side of Route 9 is optimal for the
shared use path is largely independent of the intersection control decisions. In the interest of safety, for the
decisions regarding the optimal side of the road for the
shared use path, priority was placed on minimizing the
number of crossings across Route 9 and maximizing
access to destinations and attractions.

Location

Description of Improvements

Harpers Ferry Road

Hybrid roundabout

Cider Mill Road

Hybrid roundabout

Clarkes Gap Road

Hybrid roundabout

Segment from Clarkes Gap Road
to Simpson Circle South

Lane continuity enhancement (widening on east
end of corridor)

Beacon Hill Road

Right-in/right-out/left-in

Hamilton Station Road

Hybrid roundabout

Stony Point Road

Expand to hybrid roundabout

Mountain Road & Hillsboro Road NB
New Alignment

Realign northbound Hillsboro Road on new
alignment opposite Mountain Road, new
roundabout at Mountain Road

Hillsboro Road (Existing Intersection)

Eastbound right turn lane (maintaining existing
roundabout) at Hillsboro Road

Old Wheatland Road

Eastbound Left Turn Lane
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Attachment 6

This document was prepared by citizens and
is not a technically-endorsed product of the
Route 9 Corridor Safety & Operational study.

TO:

Date: October 22, 2021

John (JT) Thomas, Kelly Griffin, Loudoun County DTCI

FROM: Route 9 Focus Group Members Maura Walsh-Copeland and John Lovegrove
CC:

Supervisor Buffington, Christi Maple, & Route 9 Focus Group Members

SUBJECT: Citizen request for Traffic Analysis, Review and Traffic Calming for Route 9
to Route 7 North/South Routes west of Route 287.
PURPOSE: To document the justifications for the analysis of traffic volume and safety issues
resulting from current DTCI transportation projects impacting north and south connecting roads
between Route 9 and Route 7 in the Blue Ridge District and resulting traffic calming required.
INTRODUCTION: The following report was initially requested as a Board Member Initiative (BMI)
request from Supervisor Buffington’s office. As confirmed in the DTCI’s Route 9 Study September 22,
2021 Public Meeting Report (p. 3), a follow-on study to investigate Route 690 (Hillsboro Road) issues on
the east side of Short Hill Mountain is already planned as an extension of the current Route 9 Traffic
Safety & Operational Study. Scope of work for this effort is underway for introduction to the Board of
Supervisors planned by year end 2021 and project plan tentatively by late spring 2022.
The Public Input Report also indicates that a parallel effort to review requirements for north/south routes
between Route 9 and Route 7 on the west side of Short Hill Mountain is not yet initiated. Such an effort
would investigate traffic and safety issues on Cider Mill, Stony Point and Woodgrove Roads.
This report provides citizen request and justification for investigation of traffic safety and traffic
calming for the north/south routes on both sides of Short Hill Mountain.
The findings to date for the Route 9 Safety and Operational Study support this request. In addition to the
Route 9 Safety and Operational Study, there are currently three separate Loudoun County capital
improvement related projects that will impact the flow and volume of traffic on north/south routes
between Route 9 and Route 7, as well as a key West Virginia capital improvement. These projects are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Route 7/690 Interchange
Route 7/287 Interchange Modifications/Improvements (adopted FY 2019-2024)
Route 9/287 Roundabout (adopted FY 2019-2024)
WVa US-340 widening from 2 to 4 lanes and elimination of traffic lights. This will be a main
reason Route 9 expected 2040 growth will be low after project #3 is complete.

At the July 28, 2021, Route 9 Focus Group meeting DTCI Staff and VHB Consultants confirmed that
Route 7 is the “preferred” east/west route (vs. Route 9). Staff and consultants also provided traffic
demand model data confirming the above projects, when completed, will significantly increase the
volume on north/south intersecting routes between Route 9 and Route 7.
Requests for review of the north/south routes have been made during past two decades. Documented at
public input meetings in 2010, 2013 and 2018, such requests were considered “out of scope” for the DTCI
studies and projects at those times. The current Route 9 Safety and Operational Study produced the
demand and volume data that supports the need for traffic safety, speed review and traffic calming on the
Route 9 to Route 7 intersecting routes. Therefore, now is the time to initiate parallel traffic calming
studies for the north/south routes on both the east and west sides of Short Hill Mountain.
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BACKGROUND:
Concerns about traffic volume, speed and safety for the north/south routes between Route 9 and
Route 7 have been raised for twenty (20) years.1 In 2007 area residents learned of a proposed
“toll road” planned west of Short Hill Mountain between Cider Mill Road (Route 751) and Stony
Point Road (Route 719), and successfully removed all reference in the Countywide
Transportation Plan (CTP).
Requests for review of Route 690 and Route 611 north/south routes east of Short Hill Mountain
began in 2001 related to proposed school locations on Allder School Road (Route 711) and were
documented through 2010 during public review due to concerns for bus turns and student
drivers.
As indicated at the July 28, 2021 Focus Group meeting, requests for review continued during the
planning and public input for planned Route 7/690 interchange in 2013 and 2018. Although
multiple requests were made for volume and speed studies to address the anticipated traffic
changes with each project, the response received to request for each project was that analysis of
north/south routes was “out of scope.” (See Attachment E)

ROUTE 9 SAFETY & OPERATIONAL STUDY INPUT & FINDINGS
Focus Group Input
The purpose of the Route 9 Safety and Operational Study is to identify safety and traffic
operational issues and recommend solutions for consideration by the Board of Supervisors.
Results of the Study to date have identified the challenges and impacts that improvements and
projects on and between Route 9 and Route 7 will have on intersecting roadways.

Safety & Operational Study of Route 9, VDOT Traffic Forecasting Milestone Review, Update 4/7/2020

1

First highlighted during meetings to discuss the location of now Woodgrove HS and Mountain View ES in Sept.
2001.
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At the July 16, 2020 Route 9 Safety and Operational Traffic Study Public Input Meeting Staff
and VHB consultants were asked how the study would be coordinated with the other HillsboroPurcellville area projects:
There are other western Loudoun traffic projects that will impact this study – ON Route 9 (Primarily,
the Route 287 circle, and Town of Hillsboro), and also OFF Route 9 – such as the Route 690 & 7
Interchange. For the new interchange -- In 2013 the public was told (I quote),
• “a traffic study projected that 15% of traffic (196 vehicles AM peak hour in 2020) would
divert down Route 690 to use the new interchange”
• and that speeding on Hillsboro Road would be an “enforcement issue.”
The point was raised again in 2018, highlighting the Route 9 Hillsboro volume of 17,000 trips would
mean 15% going down Hillsboro Road would be 2,550 vehicles, (much more than 196). This is just
one example of the need for coordination for several north/south routes between Routes 9 and 7.
For the Route 9 Study, how and when do you plan to review and incorporate the changes in traffic
patterns and volume before and after other western Loudoun projects are implemented?

At the September 30, 2020 Route 9 Focus Group Meeting #2 several members raised the issue of
resulting traffic on north/south routes from Route 9. Comments include the following:2
6) The 2040 traffic forecast and traffic volumes were reviewed, and several members noted the higher
growth rates occurring along the western portion of the corridor to/from West Virginia compared to
the projected rates east of the Town of Hillsboro.
a. The travel demand model and traffic forecasts indicate increased volumes on side streets,
specifically vehicles using Route 9 to the far west. Instead of staying on Route 9, vehicles use
north-south routes on the western end of the corridor to travel to/from Route 7. This travel
pattern is due to proposed future improvements and increased capacity and access to Route 7
making it a more desirable option under those future conditions.
b. Members of the Focus Group were concerned with increases in the number of vehicles
projected to use Cider Mill Road (to Woodgrove Road) and Hillsboro Road to head north/south
to and from Route 7 in 2040. The Focus Group is concerned that current roadway design and
condition of these side streets are not ready to accommodate increases in volume.

Forecasting Methodology and Data
On July 20, 2021, in response to request from John Lovegrove for the traffic study for
anticipated 2040 levels DTCI Staff distributed a document titled “Forecasting Methodology to
Route 9 Focus Group members. Page 2 provided the following statement:
7. Growth Rate Review: After the initial determination of proposed annual growth rates, the study
team reviewed several different items to understand “real world” constraints and how the model
may, or may not, be adequately reflecting these:
b. Re-Route: The study team reviewed the Adopted 2019 CTP to determine the impact of future
projects and roadway improvements on the Route 9 corridor. There are several planned roadway
projects in the vicinity of the study corridor that would incentivize alternative routes to Route 9 such
as the widening along Route 7. Conventional wisdom indicates that some trips along Route 9 will
re-route to this improved facility. The model estimates growth on the western end of the corridor of
6,000 vehicles per day (vpd) or more. This new traffic, as well as some existing traffic, is shown as
re-routed to Route 7.
2
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Safety & Operational Study of Route 9, VDOT Traffic Forecasting Milestone Review, Update 4/7/2020
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Long-Term Corridor Challenges to Address
DTCI and VHB consultants highlighted operational impacts to intersecting roads over time:3
Operational: Several of the challenges that exist on the corridor today are projected to worsen as
volumes increase on the corridor and the intersecting roadways over time. These challenges include
excessive delays in peak commuting periods, long rolling queues at the major intersections, as well as
variation in travel speeds as traffic comes to a stop at signalized intersections then accelerates
between intersections before coming to the back of the queue at the next downstream intersection.
3

7.28.2021 Route 9_Long-Term Concept Alternatives_Focus Group Mtg 3 (RFS).pdf, page 1
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The intersections estimated to have the longest queues on Route 9 in 2040 are: eastbound at Harpers
Ferry Road (AM peak hour), westbound at Hillsboro Road (PM peak hour), eastbound at Hamilton
Station Road (AM peak hour), and westbound at Clarkes Gap Road (PM peak hour). In the future,
there are also some intersections with increased side street volumes that would benefit from new
intersection control and/or new turn lanes where they currently don’t exist.

Anticipated Operational and Safety Outcomes:
DTCI and VHB consultants acknowledged that traffic volumes turning to and from the
intersecting roads are estimated to increase in 2040. Their documents and July 28, 2021
presentation also acknowledge their current primary focus is the traffic flow, safety and
eastbound/westbound queuing issues on Route 9, not impacts to the north/south connecting
roads.
Traffic to/from Route 9 and Hillsboro Road is expected to increase in 2040, specifically the
eastbound right turn vehicles heading south on Hillsboro Road in the morning peak hour and the
northbound left turning traffic heading west on Route 9 in the evening peak hour. In 2040, the heavier
northbound left turn traffic flow from Hillsboro Road to westbound Route 9 would be entering the
Hillsboro Road roundabout at a higher flow rate than it does today, thereby preventing westbound
Route 9 through vehicles from entering the roundabout during more of the peak hour. This would
result in an extensive queue on westbound Route 9 during the evening peak periods.4

Route 9 Study Proposed Long-Term Alternatives:
At the July 28, 2021 Route 9 Focus Group Meeting #3 DTCI Staff and VHB Consultants
reviewed their preliminary Long-Term Alternatives A and B, which were the culmination of an
evaluation of concepts and variations assessed by current data and deemed the most appropriate
for further consideration.
Both Alternatives A and B proposed “spot improvements” to key intersections on Route 9,
including Sweet Spring, Purcellville Road (Route 611), Berlin Turnpike (Route 287), Old
Wheatland Road (Route 698), and Beacon Hill Drive (Route 1189).

Alternative A proposed signalized improvements at Harpers Ferry Road (Route 671),
Cider Mill Road (Route 751), Hamilton Station Road (Route 704), and Clarke’s Gap
Road (Route 662)
Alternative B proposed roundabout improvements at Harpers Ferry Road (Route
671), Cider Mill Road (Route 751), Hamilton Station Road (Route 704), and Clarke’s
Gap Road (Route 662), as well as roundabout expansions at Stony Point Road (Route
719), Hillsboro Road and Mountain Road (both Route 690).

4
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FINDINGS: PROVES 4 LANING ROUTE 9 IS NOT REQUIRED
Four Laning of Route 9
One of the surprising conclusions of the study was that traffic on Route 9 in the long term will
not grow significantly. Volume of the corridor in some cases decreases for some of the
segments. Volume between Hillsboro and Berlin Turnpike decrease by 0.1% per year.
The four laning of Route 9 was also studied in the traffic model. The conclusion of this part of
the study is that traffic volume would increase significantly with four
laning. The cause of the increased traffic is the phenomena of “induced
Induced Demand
demand”. Induced Demand is a well-known phenomenon to traffic
engineers, but obscure to the general public. Induced demand refers to the
Induced demand does
idea that increasing roadway capacity encourages more people to use the
not encourage people to
improved route, thus failing to improve congestion.
The July 28th Focus Group members expressed a preference for the
Alternative B roundabout improvements, primarily due to Staff/VHB
confirmations regarding the benefits of roundabouts:

drive; it attracts more
divers to use the
improved route.
Once the drivers induced
to use the route peaks,
the route is once again
saturated with traffic
and the improvement is
no longer an effective
means to improve traffic
flow.

According to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), roundabouts are
a Proven Safety Countermeasure because they can substantially reduce
crashes that result in serious injury or death. Roundabouts can*:
• Improve safety
• Promote lower speeds and traffic calming
• Reduce conflict points
• Lead to improved operational performance
• Meet a wide range of traffic conditions because they are versatile in size, shape, and design.
* As recently seen near Hillsboro, catch cars speeding at 100mph attempting to evade police.

PRIMARY ISSUES AND CONSIDERATIONS:
The following points have been raised by Route 9 Focus Group members for further
consideration:

Cider Mill Road / Stony Point Road
Background
Cider Mill Road and Stony Point Road are historic roads that pass through some of the bestpreserved artifacts of pre-Civil War life in Loudoun County as well as the results of the “Burning
Raid” by Sheridan in 1864. The Potts Mill, located at the intersection of Cider Mill and Stony
Point Roads, was burned down by Sheridan to stop the food supply for the Confederate elements
who were active in the area. Stony Point Farm, located on Stony Point Road, is a century farm
that predates the founding of the United States. The Potts Homestead, located a short distance
from Cider Mill Road, is one of the earliest settlements by Europeans in Loudoun County and
dates from 1744.
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Both Cider Mill (Route 751) and Stony Point (Route 719, including Woodgrove Road) Roads are
designated Virginia Byways. Per the 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan, the Virginia
Byways designation ensures valued heritage resources are considered as part of road
improvement and maintenance projects.
Description of the Problem
The 2020-2021 closure of Route 9 for the Town of Hillsboro ReThink 9 Traffic Calming project
led to a tremendous increase of traffic on historic Stony Point and Cider Mill Roads. The
planning of the Route 9 project assumed that most car traffic and all the truck traffic traveling
eastbound on Route 9 would divert taking US-340 to Route 7, a major arterial approximately five
miles to the south. The project also put in place a last-ditch Route 9 diversion that used Stony
Point and Woodgrove Roads to carry any traffic arriving at the boundary of the Town of
Hillsboro project.
The detour did not work as planned. Most of the Route 9 traffic chose to take the Stony Point to
Woodgrove Road detour, rather than divert via US-340 to Route 7. In addition, many motorists
chose to take Cider Mill Road (Rte. 751) rather than Stony Point Road (Rt. 719) to get to
Woodgrove Road. The end result of this process was an unplanned, unsafe, and chaotic traffic
diversion that created major disruptions for motorists, and additional spending by the state,
county, and project to mitigate the effects.
Problems encountered when motorists chose the Stony Point/Cider Mill to Woodgrove Road
detour were legion. They included:
•
•
•
•
•

Tractor Trailers attempting to use Stony Point Road, a route that in some sections is 15 feet
wide and contains numerous blind spots and grades as high as six percent;
A major increase in traffic on Cider Mill Road, from 500 to 5000 trips per day;
A major increase in traffic on Woodgrove Road and through the Town of Round Hill, an
historic town with narrow streets;
A major increase in traffic through a Round Hill suburban neighborhood, directly past an
elementary school; and
Major daily delays at the one lane bridges on the route as traffic alternated across the
bridges.

The ReThink 9 project was completed in June 2021, and traffic on Stony Point/Cider Mill to
Woodgrove Rd has returned to its prior traffic pattern. However, the actual traffic issues
encountered during ReThink 9 detour are set to happen once again, as shown in the Route 9
Safety and Traffic Study.
The three major projects scheduled to occur over the next five years outlined above will directly
affect traffic on Route 9 and north/south interconnecting roads. In addition to the three western
Loudoun projects (roundabout at Route 287, Routes 7/690 interchange, and Route 287
interchange improvements), the widening of US-340 to four lanes in West Virginia, south from
Charlestown to the intersection with Route 7 will also add to the traffic pattern changes.
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The Route 9 traffic study shows traffic on Stony Point/Cider Mill to Woodgrove Road increasing
once again from 500 to 4000 trips per day during construction, as this time, without mitigation
put in place to prevent traffic using this route. The Route 9 traffic study also shows that once the
three projects are in place, the perceived need for a Hillsboro Bypass will no longer be valid.
The traffic study concludes that once the three improvements are in place, the traffic levels on
Route 9 will stay constant or decrease and the delays commonly encountered by motorists will
be eliminated.
Creating a de-facto Hillsboro Bypass by doing major improvements to Cider Mill and
Stony Point Roads to Woodgrove Road will destroy the historic and treasured nature of
these Virginia Byways, generate enormous community opposition, and ultimately will not
be required.
What will be required is to intelligently plan the traffic modifications, and ultimately implement
traffic calming measures on Cider Mill and Stony Point Roads to preserve these historic Virginia
Byways.

Hillsboro Road (Route 690)
Background
Hillsboro Road (Route 690) also has a rich western Loudoun history, including the fact that it
took over 125 years to complete the road from Purcellville to Route 9. Loudoun County Road
Case #300 dated September 1828 initiated Valentine Vernon Purcell’s proposed new road from
his home on (now) Ashbury Church Road (Route 718) to “Purcell’s Store” (still in operation on
Hatcher Avenue in Purcellville), now the Town of Purcellville. The route proposed by the
viewers was the current Route 690 to Route 812 (Gaver Mill Road). Hillsboro Road was
approved in October 1828 with viewers determining compensation to all landowners for
condemnation for the portion of the lands through which the road would pass. 5
The October 1941 Board of Supervisor meeting minutes recommended improvement of the
bridge across Catoctin Creek on Gaver Mill Road. However, in September 1950 a Federal Aid
Project instead proposed relocating the bridge to the west at the intersection with Hillsboro Road.
The project also proposed extending Hillsboro Road approximately 2/3 mile to connect with
Route 9 near the eastern corporate limits of the Town of Hillsboro. By 1955 a new bridge was
constructed across Catoctin Creek at the northeastern edge of the Copeland property. Gaver Mill
Road was renumbered to be Route 812, and Hillsboro Road, Route 690 was continued north to
Route 9, just west of the Hillsboro Cemetery completing its 125-year construction.

5

Road Case #300, September 6, 1828 Survey of Roads for Mr. White. “The route deemed by us as being most conducive to the public
welfare as well as committing the least possible injury to individuals is a s follows – Beginning at Purcell’s Store we proceed in a
northwesterly direction . . . . though Wm White’s land we strike the private road again between the lands of James Copeland and Eli
Pierpoint, . . here we make an angle and passing through a part of Copeland’s land arrive at a lot belonging to Valentine V. Purcell, . . .
thence through a part of said lot to Hillsborough making a distance in whole about give miles and three eighths of a mile.”
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Description of the Problems
The portion of Hillsboro Road from Purcellville to Gaver Mill Road/Catoctin Creek was
constructed between 1829 to 1853, with the current configuration and blind curves resulting from
parcel boundaries at that time. This includes two curves in the road that result in the most
significant current safety issues, with traffic exceeding the posted (legal) speed or recommended
(operational) speed. The first curve traveling south from Hillsboro is at Koerner Lane (Route
702), which resulted from the proposed road path on the original Copeland Farm boundary,
surveyed by George Washington (circa 1765).
The second blind curve is at the intersection of Hillsboro Road and Ashbury Church Road
(Route 718). Ashbury Church Road was the original road used to reach the Town of Hillsboro
before approval and construction of the “new” road. This explains the 45-degree angle of the
road, which is now an extreme safety hazard due to lack of line of sight sufficient for the posted
(50 mph) speed of the road and operational speed (35mph) for the blind curve.
The house at the corner of this intersection was built in 1917 – long before cars used the “new”
Hillsboro Road. Two sheriff officers have lived in this house6 and used their radar guns to test
traffic speed, regularly tracking speeds in excess of 50 to 60 mph around the blind curve instead
of the recommended 35 mph operational speed. The officers and residents have regularly
witnessed near misses and crashes, which increased with the opening of Woodgrove High School
in 2010 and students rushing in the morning. Incidents also include school buses attempting to
turn left at the 45-degree angle, having to back up in the middle of the road to complete the turn
– with students on board.
Information outlining these concerns was submitted to County Staff and Supervisors in 2013 and
2018 (see Attachments E & H) as part of the public meetings for discussion of the Route 7/690
interchange but were told issues were “out of scope” for the current projects.
Recommendations
Similar to Cider Mill and Stony Point Roads, the goal is to improve the safety of the road and
implement traffic calming, not accommodate faster travel times for commuters, students or other
traffic exceeding the speed limit. Traffic calming recommendations included constructing a
roundabout at the intersection of Ashbury Church Road and Hillsboro Road (similar in size as on
Allder School Road at Short Hill Road). Placement of a roundabout at this location would
provide a natural traffic calming addition to the other existing points of traffic calming at regular
intervals on Hillsboro Road: Route 9 roundabout, Koerner Lane curve, proposed new
roundabout, Allder School Road roundabout and Route 7/690 interchange (see Attachment H).

6

Names available upon request.
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Gaver Mill Road (Route 812)
Background
In a series of articles in the Loudoun Times Mirror published in July 1926, Dr. James Edward
Copeland, and later his daughter Maria Copeland, recounted locations and events of significance
throughout western Loudoun. One such location, known as “Barbeque Spring,” was located on
the Copeland Farm on the west side of the bridge on Hillsboro Road (Route 690) over Catoctin
Creek. After the American Revolution a Fourth of July Celebration was held at this site,
attended by Daniel Morgan’s riflemen and a great number of residents in the area, continued
until the 1820’s.7
Gaver Mill Road (Route 812) was established in May 1829 to extend Hillsboro Road from the
southern end of Ashbury Church Road north toward Hillsboro. Instead of constructing a bridge
across Catoctin Creek at Hillsboro Road at that time the County instead created the “L” shaped
Gaver Mill Road by compensating James Copeland $28 for the taking of the northeast corner of
the Copeland Farm.
The original Gaver Mill bridge crossing at Zilpha’s Rock was destroyed in the May 1889
Johnstown flood. It was replaced in June 1889 to its current location and remained the primary
public road to the Town of Hillsboro until the construction of the bridge to the east in the 1950’s.
Description of the Problems
The history of Gaver Mill Road as the primary road to the Town Hillsboro until the 1950’s
explains the current 45-degree angle at Hillsboro Road. For many years Gaver Mill Road has
been used as a primary “cut-through” between Hillsboro Road and Route 9. Northbound
vehicles (PM traffic) traveling in excess of 50 to 55 mph bear left onto Gaver Mill Road without
slowing to the 25 mph posted speed until reaching the right turn at the bridge, ignoring signs
posted indicating “children at play.”
The cut-through traffic increased exponentially in the mid 2000’s when a light was installed at
the intersection of Route 9 and Hillsboro Road near Hillsboro Cemetery (since removed with the
construction of the eastern roundabout). Although some construction has continued, the cutthrough traffic has been resumed after completion of the Town of Hillsboro ReThink 9 traffic
calming.
The DTCI/VHB proposal to create a new extension of Hillsboro Road one-way north to the east
of Hillsboro Cemetery to Mountain Road and making a portion one-way south will, beyond a
doubt, exacerbate the cut-through traffic on Gaver Mill Road without traffic safety and traffic
calming intervention. Measures discussed previously with the County and VDOT include time
of day restrictions similar to the measures taken by the Town of Purcellville, speed bumps,
electric signs and greatly improved traffic speed enforcement.

7

Barbeque Spring annual toast, ”To the memory of George Washington and all his gallant band, Who fought the haughty
redcoats and drive them from our land. The gallant lads of ’76 will ever bear in mind, And I, myself, was one of them as you will
shortly find. My gun was heard at Trenton, aye at Princeton, too. . . . For I made some give up the ghost, upon my word ‘tis
true.”
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND GOALS
The primary goal is to preserve the historic areas of these designated byways, and
the pastoral nature of the corridor. To do this, we must focus on both temporary
and permanent traffic calming measures that include, but are not limited to:
• Ensuring that commuter traffic stays on the corridors that have the capacity
to handle that traffic;
• Discouraging “cut-through” traffic;
• Re-examining the speed limits currently used on these roads as there are
unsafe blind corners and abrupt elevation changes that were not considered
when the speed limits were established; and
• Designing passive measures to accomplish all the above that work without
the additional requirement of scarce manpower from the Loudoun Sheriff’s
office
The construction imminent on Route 9 at Berlin Turnpike has been shown by the
model to cause unsafe levels of diverted traffic to both Woodgrove and Hillsboro
Roads. Temporary restrictions are required to slow traffic down and encourage
diversion to safer routes such as Route 7. Some of the traffic safety and traffic
calming measures that should be considered are speed bumps, closure to through
traffic, prohibition of trucks, and selective speed control measures and congestion
management.
Permanent restrictions that should be considered are speed bumps, alternative
routing for truck and through traffic, and other mitigation measures to be
determined. The County should also consider adding these roads to the historic
roads project that has designated many Loudoun Roads as protected assets that are
a valuable resource that must not be changed without thorough evaluation of
alternatives.
All of the above must be evaluated concurrently with the parallel area projects in
progress, with the goal for implementation to be completed before or concurrent
with the opening of the Route 7/690 interchange.
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ATTACHMENT A: 2019 Countywide Transportation Plan June 20, 20198
Virginia Byways designation ensures valued heritage resources are considered as part of road
improvement and maintenance projects. The designation does not guarantee the conservation and
protection of roadways or their adjacent corridors. Local land use controls are still needed to
preserve the unique character of the Virginia Byway corridor. Seventeen Virginia Byways are
located in the County including discussed in this report:
•
•

Route 719 (Woodgrove Road) from Round Hill to Hillsboro;
Route 751 (Cider Mill Road) in its entirety from the intersection of Route 719
(Woodgrove Road) to the intersection with Route 9 (Charles Town Pike)

Health and Safety
Health and safety are the most critical factors in evaluating the usability of the
transportation network and the supportive role the transportation network has in promoting
community and economic development. By emphasizing health and safety throughout every
component of the 2019 CTP, this objective seeks to ensure that multimodal access is
integrated into design and development; impacts from the transportation network to
residences, schools, and businesses are mitigated; and that safety is of paramount concern
throughout each stage of design and construction.
Quality of Life
The purpose of providing transportation facilities is to enhance quality of life. The
transportation network and policies in the 2019 CTP ensure that people and goods can reach
their destinations, whether commuting to a job, visiting friends and family, enjoying leisure
activities, or returning home. In this way, transportation ensures access to the elements that
make for high quality of life through improvements that decrease congestion, provide
alternative routes and travel options, and make it easier to get to selected destinations
Traffic Calming
Following construction of a road, observations and data may indicate that vehicles are
traveling at a rate of speed that is higher than was intended or is desired. Traffic calming is
intended to modify driver behavior, reduce vehicle speed to legal limits, increase safety for
all users of the roadway, and improve the quality of life through minimizing the negative
effects of motor vehicles on neighborhoods. By slowing vehicles, it encourages the use of
other modes of transportation such as walking and cycling. Traffic calming is typically
implemented on residential streets, but can also be applied in activity centers with high
pedestrian activity.
Common techniques for implementing traffic calming on residential streets include vertical
changes to the street (speed tables, raised intersections), lateral changes to the travel way
(chicanes, offset intersections, lateral shifts), constrictions to the travel way (narrowed
pavement widths, pinch points, islands, traffic circles or roundabouts, entrance features,
small corner radii), and streetscape improvements (surface textures, edge treatments, colors,
8

https://www.loudoun.gov/DocumentCenter/View/152287/CTP---Combined-with-small-maps-bookmarked
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landscaping, street trees and street furniture). Traffic calming may also include measures
such as community education and enforcement. The County works closely with VDOT to
implement traffic calming measures where needed.
3-1.27 Types of Traffic Calming
The County will work collaboratively with VDOT and the community in identifying appropriate
traffic calming measures within the context of the surrounding area. Measures will be analyzed to
determine the most effective tool for each project in coordination with surrounding residents and
businesses.

Major Collector (Level 5)
This classification relates to planned at-grade collector roadways that serve to provide
connections between communities and arterial corridors. These seek to balance access and
mobility by providing equitable measures for all travel modes, while also providing separated
areas between each type of roadway user. Major Collectors are intended to feature the following
standards:
• 40 MPH design speed.
• Somewhat controlled at-grade access, with local access provided via a single access point and
consolidation of access highly preferred.
• Left-turn lanes at all intersections. Right turn lanes at major intersections and where
warranted.
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ATTACHMENT B: 2030 Intersecting Streets Forecast Daily Traffic

VDOT 2018 AADT 2040 Forecase Volume
Safety & Operational Study of Route 9, VDOT Traffic Forecasting Milestone Review, Update 4/7/2020
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ATTACHMENT C: 2040 Intersecting Streets Forecast Daily Traffic (Growth
rate applied to 2018 VDOT AADT)

VDOT 2018 AADT 2040 Forecase Volume
Safety & Operational Study of Route 9, VDOT Traffic Forecasting Milestone Review, Update 4/7/2020
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ATTACHMENT D: ROUTE 9 TRAFFIC VOLUME SUMMARY

Safety & Operational Study of Route 9, VDOT Traffic Forecasting Milestone Review, Update 4/7/2020
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ATTACHMENT F: 7-16-20 Route 9 Safety and Operational Study Public
Input Meeting - Live Questions & Answers.pdf
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Maura Walsh-Copeland

The final plan to use Alignment #1 from the 2013 proposal is appropriate, however the project has not addressed speed
and volume impacts on Route 690 NORTH of the planned interchange, as well as known line of sight issues at key
intersections that will be exacerbated by additional volume with the new interchange.

My concerns were documented and submitted during the July, 2013 Public Input sessions. These concerns were NOT
addressed in the December 4, 2013 Staff Report to the Board of Supervisors, and were NOT addressed at the 2018
Public Input meeting. In 2013 consultants stated they expec "15%" of Hillsboro traffic to flow to the new interchange, with
a stated volume estimate of "196 vehicles" (see attached report). The actual Hillsboro volume is ~17,000, meaning 15%
equals 2,550 vehicles -- a SIGNIFICANT discrepancy. Specific concerns include line of sight for Route 718 (see attached).

As was indicated at the April 16th meeting, this interchange does not impact only Town of Purcellville traffic; it also impacts
all County residents living on or on side roads to Route 690/Hillsboro Rd. The current plans do not address the AREA WIDE
safety, speeding, intersection line of sight, and traffic volume concerns.

Ongoing monitoring of project since inception.

The County Team indicated to the audience present that they heard the concerns of residents
NORTH of the planned interchange, including overall increased volume of traffic traveling south from Hillsboro, as well as
concerns for the speed and safety at intersections. Of primary concern are the blind curves including Ashbury Church Rd.

NEW SUBMISSION: May 15, 2018
As an alternative method of traffic flow/calming on the Route 690 corridor a mini roundabout
should be considered at the half way point between Route 9 and Allder School Road (Rte 711),
at the blind curve intersection located at Route 718/Ashbury Church Road.
If traffic volume justified a small roundabout at the Allder School Road/711 and Short Hill Road/
716 intersection, then the stated increase in traffic volume, speed, and safety concerns at a
blind intersection due to the Route 690/7 Interchange should justify a similar solution at Route
718/Ashbury Church Road.

COMMENTS ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED JULY 24, 2013:
During the design phase of Rte 7/690 Interchange analysis should include not only traffic
volume studies, but also traffic SPEED studies on Route 690/Hillsboro Road between the Rte 7/
690 interchange location and Route 9. Several meeting attendees pointed out that volume on
Route 690 will increase with an interchange.
An increase in traffic volume will make 45-60 degree angle intersections that do NOT have the
VDOT required line of sight for the current speeds even MORE of a hazard. As more vehicles
drive on curves with intersections at speeds exceeding not only the Operating Speed limit (safe
speed as determined by design speed) of 35mph, but also the posted Legal Speed Limit of
50mph there will be an increase in rear-end collisions or near misses.
This applies directly to Route 718/Ashbury Church Road that does not meet Code of VA,
24VAC30-73 requirements for "Intersection Sight Distance" as defined in VDOT Road Design
Manual Appendix F: Access Management Design Standards for Entrances and Intersections.
An interchange design will need to include traffic safety improvements, including but not limited
to speed limit changes or stop signs on Rte 690.
See attached previously submitted issues/concerns not addressed in 2013 or 2018.

Route 690/Hillsboro Road Speed Limit: 50 mph
"Advisory" (yellow) speed Limit Posted: 35 mph

CODE OF VIRGINIA LINE OF SIGHT REQUIREMENTS:
Height of Eye (3.5 ft.)
Height of Object (3.5 ft.)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Miles per hour (mph)
25 30
35
40
45
50
55
Design Speed *
mph mph mph mph mph mph mph
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2 or 3 Lane Major Road+ 280 335 390 445 500 555 610
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.
CLEAR VIEW LOOKING LEFT FROM ROUTE 718/ASHBURY CHURCH RD: 190 FT.
CONCLUSION: Intersection does not meet required line of sight, resulting in safety impacts, to be
increased by Route 7/690 interchange with expected 2,550 additional vehicles traveling at 50-60mph
vs. 35 mph around blind curve. Traffic calming required. Recommendation: Small roundabout.

